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A New Transcription and Performance Interpretation of J.S. Bach’s
Chromatic Fantasy BWV 903 for Unaccompanied Clarinet
Thomas A. Labadorf, D. M. A.
University of Connecticut, 2014
A new transcription of Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy is presented to offset limitations of
previous transcriptions by other editors. Certain shortcomings of the clarinet are addressed which
add to the difficulty of creating an effective transcription for performance: the inability to sustain
more than one note at a time, phrase length limited by breath capacity, and a limited pitch range.
The clarinet, however, offers qualities not available to the keyboard that can serve to mitigate
these shortcomings: voice-like legato to perform sweeping scalar and arpeggiated gestures, the
increased ability to sustain melodic lines, use of dynamics to emphasize phrase shapes and
highlight background melodies, and the ability to perform large leaps easily. A unique realization
of the arpeggiated section takes advantage of the clarinet’s distinctive registers and references
early treatises for an authentic wind instrument approach.
A linear analysis, prepared by the author, serves as a basis for making decisions on
phrase and dynamic placement. A comparison of various keyboard editions and available
analyses provides essential performance practice references in order to produce as authentic a
representation of the work as possible.
Unique to this transcription is the graphic layout of the single staff, providing a synthesis
between standard clarinet notation and the keyboard grand staff. By altering stem directions, and
by grouping notes with broken beams and slurs, this version gives the clarinetist a clearer means
of visualizing and interpreting the structural content of the original work.
The complete transcription is included as an appendix.
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A New Transcription and Performance Interpretation of J.S. Bach’s
Chromatic Fantasy BWV 903 for Unaccompanied Clarinet

Chapter 1: The Place of the Chromatic Fantasy in the Solo Clarinet Repertory
Making use of new instrumental tunings, especially Andreas Werckmeister’s “welltempered” systems, keyboard composers of the late Baroque period were able to write music of
unprecedented harmonic freedom. At the same time, instruments such as the harpsichord were
benefitting from an expanded range and improved methods of construction. Consequently,
keyboard compositions that emphasized both virtuosity and new levels of chromaticism became
more common. Among these compositions, Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue holds an
important place, and the number of extant manuscript copies of the work is a good indication of
its popularity as a keyboard show-piece.
In later years, the clarinet similarly acquired new technical capabilities as more keys were
added. The issue of overblowing a twelfth imposed greater challenges to instrument makers than
existed for other woodwind instruments of the orchestra. The five keys that were sufficient for
true omni-tonicism on the flute, oboe, and bassoon were not enough for the clarinet, and a truly
chromatic performance on the instrument was not possible until the early nineteenth century,
when artists like Johann Hermstedt and Heinrich Baermann began to explore its potential as a
virtuoso instrument. Thus the additional keys necessary to perform chromatic passages on the
clarinet opened up new possibilities in the same way that new temperaments did earlier for
keyboard instruments.
The Chromatic Fantasy (excluding the Fugue) is well suited to the character and range of
the modern clarinet. The original key of D minor, when transposed a major second higher for
1

clarinet pitch, fits comfortably within the clarinet’s lowest and practical highest ranges. The key
of E minor transposed for B-flat clarinet makes scale and arpeggio patterns in this and related
keys relatively simple to execute, allowing the clarinet to provide the flourish that is
characteristic of the Fantasy. Although some concessions by way of octave displacements have
to be made, the unique acoustic of the clarinet gives it an advantage by extending its overall pitch
range to better match the range of the Fantasy. It is this additional range that makes the clarinet a
more suitable instrument for a transcription of the Fantasy than any other wind instrument of the
modern orchestra.
Other attributes of the clarinet provide benefits for a successful performance of this work.
Because of the different nature of tone generation (vibrating reed versus plucked strings) the
clarinet is able to produce smoother slurs than a harpsichord. This true, voice-like legato
produces brilliant, smooth scalar gestures that characterize the first section of the Fantasy.
Likewise, the legato creates a seamless connection between larger intervals found in slow
passages of the Recitative section. In addition, the clarinet’s considerable dynamic range can
serve to shape phrases in ways not possible on a harpsichord. The ability to control the length of
sustain provides an increased ability to shape individual notes or phrases. A well-trained
clarinetist with good breath control can highlight melodic and tonal contours that are nested
within the scalar and arpeggiated passages simply by boosting the volume of important pitches.
Diversity of articulation is another means by which independent, polyphonic voices can
be expressed within the texture of an essentially monophonic performance. Accents and staccato
markings require additional and instant breath supports that help to isolate pitches. Tenuto
markings are typically used in this context to create additional note length (rubato) as well as to
slightly raise its dynamic to set it off from the less important notes around it.
2

The current transcription is preceded by two prior published editions for clarinet: one by
Gustave Langenus1 published in 1944, and another by Stanley Hasty prepared for private
performances in 19722, later published in 2002.3 In the foreword of his edition, Langenus
directly quotes text from the forward of an earlier edition for piano by Hans von Bülow.4 This
suggests that he may have used this Schirmer publication as source material to produce his
clarinet version. Hasty, while recognizing the importance of the Fantasy as a transcription for the
clarinet, realized the shortcomings of the Langenus version. His primary concern was with
Langenus’ voicing of chords and chord members. For this reason, he referred to an earlier
printed keyboard edition and considered a number of different recordings. After some
investigation it was possible to determine the exact printed resource used by Hasty to prepare his
edition. Kenneth Grant, one of Hasty’s former clarinet students, was peripherally involved with
the project. Though not certain of the exact edition, he was able to describe it as a copy “on
parchment…probably the first or second printing of the work”5 held in the Sibley Music Library
Special Collections vault at the Eastman School of Music. An investigation by David Coppen,6
Special Collections Librarian and Archivist there, revealed that the described edition was likely
an early printing by Hoffmeister.7 Additionally, “(Hasty) researched 3 or 4 recordings of the
work.” He wanted the clarinet version to imitate more closely the smoother rendition of the

1

Johann Sebastian Bach, Chromatic Fantasia, trans. by Gustave Langenus (New York: Ensemble Music Press,
1944).
2
J. S. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, trans. by Stanley Hasty (Manuscript Rochester, NY, 1972).
3
J. S. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, trans. by Stanley Hasty (D. Stanley Hasty, Rochester, NY, 2002).
4
J. S. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue; Concerto in the Italian Style; Fantasy in C Minor; Prelude and Fugue
in A Minor, ed. by Hans von Bülow and Max Vogrich (New York: G. Schirmer, 1896).
5
Kenneth Grant Kjgclar@aol.com, “Bach Chromatic Fantasy,” 26 March 2009, personal email to Thomas Labadorf
(accessed 26 March 2009).
6
David Coppen dcoppen@esm.rochester.edu, “Re: J. S. Bach, response continued,” private e-mail message to
Thomas Labadorf, 3 April 2009.
7
J. S. Bach, Six Preludes à l'Usage Des Commençants Pour Le Clavecin /composées Par J. S. Bach (Vienne:
Hoffmeister, 1802).
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keyboard recordings that he heard. The resulting edition was privately owned until its publication
in 2002.
Both transcribers recognized the compatibility between the range of the original work and
that of the clarinet, as well as the clarinet’s natural ability to execute brilliant scalar and
arpeggiated passages. Numbers of measures, cadence points, pitches, and rhythms closely follow
the original keyboard version with the exception of improvised passages, which are written out
in a style consistent with Baroque performance practice. These areas include cadence points and
arpeggiated chords, and demand the greatest thought and imagination for their successful
execution.
Despite these similarities, the two editions are strikingly different in their visual layout,
each giving differing levels of information regarding stylistic interpretation and execution, as
illlustrated in Example 1.1. Langenus’s version provides the basic notation requiring the
interpreter to bring to it knowledge of period style and performance practice. He chose to
highlight the work’s meter by beaming groups of notes according to beat, emphasizing in the
tempo indication that the work be performed “In free style.” Beat subdivisions are typically
divided into groups of 2, 4, 6, and 8 notes. Hasty’s notation emphasizes groupings based on
musical ideas, frequently bridging beams and slurs over metric units and bar lines, and
sometimes leaving out bar lines altogether to express fluid movement toward points of structural
articulation.

4

Example 1.1 Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Comparison of a) Langenus and b) Hasty transcriptions.
a)

b)

5

The differences between the versions is particularly noticeable in the arpeggio section of
the Fantasy (measures 27-49). Here the music is represented by block chords in the original
keyboard version, allowing the interpreter to present the harmonies in an improvised manner.
Bach indicates his intended realization by spelling out the pattern in only the first two beats. This
gives the transcriber of the clarinet versions an opportunity to adapt the music to the clarinet’s
unique strengths.
Hasty’s realization of this arpeggio section is quite different than that of Langenus. In the
foreword of his edition he explains the clarinet’s advantage over the keyboard to sustain and
crescendo on a single note, which can help to create the illusion of simultaneous polyphonic
lines. He particularly stresses the clarinet’s special ability to perform arpeggios and its particular
compatibility with the arpeggio section of the Fantasy. He distributes the chord pitches evenly
across the beat into beamed groups of six, seven, eight, or more pitches placing the lowest and
highest notes of the original chord on downbeats. This serves to emulate an improvisational
portrayal of the section that is consistent with Baroque performance practice.
Both editions employ various articulations to highlight pitches important to the melodic
phrases. Varying degrees of intensity are represented in three ways: regularly articulated notes
(i.e., as marked or on the first note of a slur); with an accent (>) indicating initiation by the
tongue paired with additional air support followed by a quickly tapered dynamic; and with a
marcato (^), similar to an accent but with greater breath intensity. The tenuto mark (–) indicates a
slight lengthening of the indicated note value with no additional tongue stress. Additional breath
weight can be added to notes marked with tenuto strokes within slurs at the interpreter’s

6

discretion to help emphasize its structural importance. In Hasty’s edition, this is occasionally
marked with a pairing of the tenuto with an accent to emphasize a major musical event.
The process of transcribing keyboard music to a single staff score inadvertently
eliminates a feature that could help the performer to analyze and interpret other important
structural characteristics. Keyboard editions of the Fantasy use opposing stem directions to
visually assign musical material to left or right hands. This attribute is not limited to practical
benefit but also allows the keyboard interpreter to see important melodic and formal structures at
a glance. By transcribing the notation in a mono-linear manner, both transcribers of the clarinet
versions inadvertently conceal this important information.
A case in point can be found in measures 10 through 11, illustrated in Example 1.2. Here,
the keyboard score clearly divides the hands with left hand stemmed downward and right hand
stemmed upward. This notation also allows the interpreter to see more easily the linear chromatic
descent from F-sharp3 to G2 across the two measures. All the pitches in these two measures are
transcribed in the Langenus version (b) without opposing stem directions, concealing Bach’s
intended phrasing. Hasty clarifies the original to a limited degree by indicating slurs to and from
all the notes on the downbeats. The current transcription (d) addresses this problem by observing
Bach’s stem directions, not to assign hands as needed for the keyboardist, but rather to show the
musical direction of the descending chromatic scale. This is done using a combination of single
staff stemming with opposing supernumerary stems that visually outline the musical phrase.

7

Example 1.2 Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, measures 10 through 11 comparing a) Naumann edition, b) Langenus, c)
Hasty, and d) Labadorf transcriptions.
a) Original

b) Langenus

c) Hasty

d) Labadorf

Without opposing stem directions, the performer is also unable to see polyphonic and
harmonic structure immediately in a way that is readily visible in the keyboard versions.
Consequently, the clarinetist is left to realize these structures through discovery of the effect that
the articulations and dynamics inadequately portray.

8

Understanding the limitation of traditional monophonic notation, Hasty addressed this
problem by including a recording in a pocket on the back cover with the following note in the
foreword:
Stanley Hasty has requested that a recording of the Chromatic Fantasy, made by former
student Tom Martin, be included with this publication. It is intended to serve as a general
guide to the overall shape and phrasing of the piece rather than a model to be copied.8
Both the Langenus and Hasty transcriptions also offer useful suggestions for a
stylistically effective edition, and despite their aforementioned shortcomings, they have
influenced in some ways the preparation of the current version given in the Appendix. That is not
to say, however, that the new version simply “corrects” or makes improvements to the preexisting ones. Rather, it is the product of a fresh investigation into source materials that include
various editions of the work for keyboard, published analytical material, and conventions of
performance practice, as well as considerations of idiomatic clarinet technique and notation. The
resulting transcription emphasizes and integrates these aspects of a clarinet transcription in ways
that enable the clarinetist to bring them out in performance. It transcends the limits of traditional
monophonic notation to convey the polyphonic content of the original Fantasy by using stem
direction, slurring and beaming, and it incorporates a new notational style in a way that is legible
and does not interfere with a clear reading of the work. It also introduces practical methods of
using articulation and dynamics to highlight polyphonic and harmonic content. The following
chapters explain the process through which all of these modes of inquiry contributed to the
decisions made in producing the version of the work presented here.

8

J. S. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, trans. by Stanley Hasty (D. Stanley Hasty, Rochester, NY, 2002).

9

Chapter 2: Review of Keyboard Editions and Analyses

Two types of resources were consulted in the preparation of this transcription: published
editions of the score and scholarly analyses. The textual display of the editions graphically
represents many aspects of an editor’s view of how the work should be performed. While these
editions offer the uninitiated performer recommendations for interpretation, they are in some
cases highly subjective. For this reason, reliance on a single edition is ill advised, making a
careful consideration of the editor’s background and intent crucial to the understanding of the
work. Unlike most edited versions containing performance suggestions, Urtext editions focus on
the intent of the composer. These editions attempt to display on the page only the notation and
markings that Bach himself might have scribed. Devoid of period interpretations, these require
the performer to bring to them a knowledge and understanding of embellishments and character
befitting the period in which the work was written. For this clarinet transcription, the most useful
keyboard editions are those by Ernest Naumann, Heinrich Schenker, Georg Dadelsen/Klaus
Rönnau, Uwe Wolf, and, with a certain amount of skepticism, Johann Forkel. Analyses make up
an important second category of source material. They help to confirm editors’ decisions on a
variety of aspects including pitches, ornamentation, and overall structure of the work. Consulting
analyses as well as editions provides a clearer understanding of the Chromatic Fantasy and
allows for the creation of a clarinet transcription that, from an interpretive standpoint, seeks to
reflect Bach’s original intent.

10

Keyboard Editions
The Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue is unique among Bach’s works. Not only has the
Chromatic Fantasy undergone revisions in his own hand,9 but revisions made by others well
after his death added layers of new edits. Accretions such as fingerings, stem direction, notated
ornamentation, dynamics and arpeggiation made for increasingly distorted versions. Each new
version with its added interpretive recommendations further distanced itself from the primary
sources, instead reflecting conventions of the period in which the revision was made. Even basic
elements of the work such as pitches, ornamentation, chord voicings, and rhythms were altered
for seemingly cavalier reasons. For this reason, most editions published after 1819 have limited
value as a resource for authenticity and period performance practice. Table 1 shows a sampling
of editions listed in chronological order of their publication date, providing a perspective on how
interpretations gradually transformed the Chromatic Fantasy over its long history.
Existing keyboard editions can be divided into three general groups: 1) early manuscripts
considered as primary sources, 2) Urtext editions derived as a result of surveys of those in the
first group, and 3) interpretive editions intended for performance on piano and other instruments.
The current clarinet transcription relies principally on the editions in the second group.

9

George B. Stauffer, “‘This fantasia…never had its like’: on the enigma and chronology of Bach’s Chromatic
Fantasia and Fugue in D Minor, BWV 903,” in Bach Studies, ed. Don O. Franklin. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 161.

11

Table 2.1. Chronology of performance considered editions.10
Edition

Year

Commentary

Johann Sebastian Bach

17171730

Original (lost)

Wilhelm Friedeman Bach

1730?

Johann Nikolaus Forkel11

1802

Manuscripts in various
stages of composition
reaching its final version
by 1730.
This primary source was
given by J.S Bach to his
son W.F. and was
believed to be the source
that Forkel used in his
Bach biography.
Purportedly the above
listed manuscripts given
by W.F. Bach to Forkel
in 1774 for the
preparation of his Bach
Biography. This edition
is derived from excerpts
that Forkel used as
examples in his Bach
biography.

Friedrich Conrad
Griepenkerl

1819

Student of Forkel. This
publication purportedly
used Forkel’s edition as
a source.

Carl Czerny (Peters)

1839

Forkel and Griepenkerl
editions were used as
primary sources with
consideration of “seven
13
other manuscripts”
This is probably the first
of the piano editions

The first interpretive
edition survives as the
edition by Czerny (see
commentary below).
Contains many hints of
performance practice in
12
the style of J. S. Bach.
In this edition,
Griepenkerl’s basic text
remains with the
addition of dynamics
and metronome
markings.14

10

General adaptation

Arpeggiation
Commentary
Represented in half
note chords.

Primary source (lost)

May be the same
manuscript as W. F.
Bach. (lost)

Chords in half note
notation indicating a
rolling of the chords
indicated by
“arpeggio” below the
staff.
Leisinger/Behringer
edition includes a
realization in this
style extracted from
an earlier
manuscript.
See Czerny edition
comments.

Chords in half note
notation,
arpeggiation
indicated by
“arpeggio legato”
written below the
staff.

For a complete listing of primary sources, see: Stauffer, “‘This fantasia…,’” 167-71.
J. S. Bach, Chromatische Fantasie Und Fuge: BWV 903: Mit Frühfassung BWV 903a und Der Aus Dem Umkreis
Forkels Überlieferten Fassung, ed. Johann Nikolaus Forkel, Ulrich Leisinger and Michael Behringer (Wien: Wiener
Urtext Edition, 1999).
12
Stauffer, “‘This fantasia…,’” 162
13
Carl Czerny, Preface to Italienisches Konzert; Chromatische Fantasie; Fantasie C Moll; Präludium und Fuge A
Moll, by Johann Sebastian Bach, ed. by Carl Czerny. (Frankfurt: C.F. Peters, 1900) 2.
14
Stauffer, “‘This fantasia…,’”164.
11

12

Hans Bischoff (Leipzig)

1880

Includes a table of
embellishments provided
for “the uninitiated
performer.”

Re-published by
Kalmus, 1942

Ernst Naumann (BachGesellschaft) 1)

1890

The first Urtext edition

Edition without
interpretive detail.

Hans von Bülow
(Schirmer)

1896

A Romantic period
adaptation showcasing
advanced features of the
contemporary piano.

Highly Romanticized
edition reflecting the
grandiose style of the
time. Many alterations
in rhythms to indicate a
precise performance and
stem directions
indicating hand
distributions.

Ignace Paderewski
(University Society)

1901

Romantic period
adaptation

Romanticized edition
but slightly more
conservative than
Bulow. Major
differences are pianistic
in nature.

Ferruccio Busoni
(Simrock)

1902

Romantic period
adaptation

Heinrich Schenker
(Universal)

1909

This edition
accompanies
Schenker’s monograph
analysis. An attempt to
remove layers of
accretions from other
editors (Bülow most
notable) and return to
Bach’s original
notation and
interpretation.

13

Proposing a return to
period style
performance,
Schenker used
Naumann’s Urtext
edition as the basis for
his analysis. Various
note corrections
supported by theory
and Bach’s
compositional style.

Chords in half note
notation with
addition of piano
pedaling and accents.
A detailed realization
is included in an
appendix.
Chords in half note
notation. No
realization given.
Realization with
many alterations of
voicings and octave
displacements.
Addition of phrase
markings,
performance
indications,
articulations,
pedaling, and tempi
indications.
Generally notated as
rolling chords
between bottom and
top notes.
Realization a little
more conservative
than Bülow’s, but
maintaining the same
arpeggiation style.
Includes two
separate grand staves
with the original half
note notation in the
upper staff and a
realization on the
staff below.
This edition
displays the
original notation
(Bach Gesellschaft)
on one staff with an
improvisational
interpretation using
methods prescribed
by C. P. E. Bach
Versuch on a staff
below.

Arthur Briskier (Fischer)

1961

Georg von Dadelsen &
Klaus Rönnau (Henle)

1970

Uwe Wolf (Bärenreiter)

1999

Ulrich Leisinger
(Universal)

1999

1)

A performance edition
that recreates an
authentic interpretation.
No source list is quoted,
however he includes a
facsimile of a
manuscript prepared by
Johann Gottfried
Walther as an appendix.
Urtext edition relying
on early manuscripts
including the
Hoffmeister edition of
1802 and earlier. A
reproduction of the
Rust edition (the
earliest surviving
version) is provided in
the appendix.
Urtext edition included
in the Neue Ausgabe
Sämtlicher Werke.

Fewer Romantically
inspired indiscretions.
Heavily marked with
fingerings, articulations,
and dynamics

Realized
interpretation in
arpeggiations as in
other editions with
the indication “Quasi
una arpa.”

Reproduction
following the reliable
copy prepared about
1740 by Agricola,
possibly under Bach’s
actual supervision.
Other than in the
foreword, there are no
interpretive
recommendations.
Very similar to
Dadelsen/Rönnau
edition, closely
following the Agricola
edition. Discrepancies
(as in the chords in the
first arpeggiated
section) are shown as
ossia above the staves.

Chords in half note
notation indicating
a rolling of the
chords indicated by
“arpeggio” below
the staff.

Scholarly edition of
Johann Nikolaus
Farkel’s 1802 edition.
(See above)

Chords in half note
notation with
indication for
performance
interpretation
“arpeggio” as
marked in the
source manuscripts.
Chords in half note
notation indicating
a rolling of the
chords indicated by
“arpeggio” below
the staff.
Leisinger/Behringer
edition includes a
realization taken
from an earlier
manuscript source.

Sources listed in bold type are considered Urtext editions.

Early Manuscripts
The first group requires extensive knowledge of copyists’ hands, their relationships with
Bach and the ability to accurately date these manuscripts – a specialized sub-field of musicology.
Since the original manuscript of the Chromatic Fantasy is lost, authenticity has been a contested
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issue. According to George Stauffer, there exist 37 sources with details on scribes and dates. 15
Of the three earliest manuscripts, two can be attributed to Bach’s copyists, Johann Tobias Krebs
(1690-1762) and Samuel Gottlieb Heder (b. 1713). A manuscript resource is dated 1730 and is
considered by some musicologists to be Bach’s final product.16 Even though this source is also
lost, the manuscript given to W. F. Bach, Johann’s oldest son, was claimed to have been given to
him by J. S. himself. W. F. passed it to Forkel to be used as a reference in his biography of J. S.
Bach. An extant engraved edition by Forkel is believed to have originated from this copy.

Urtext editions
Bach scholars such as Ernest Naumann, Georg von Dadelsen and Klaus Rönnau, and
Uwe Wolf, recognized a need to publish Urtext editions based on study of the earliest surviving
manuscript sources. These are “clean” editions offering no period performance suggestions in
their text. A list of sources considered, along with historical background and performance
suggestion, are cited in the forewords. Devoid of interpretive interjections, these editions provide
a fresh beginning in studying the work. They served as invaluable sources for confirmation of
pitches and phrasing in the preparation of the present clarinet transcription.
The earliest of these Urtext editions was published by Naumann for the Bach
Gesellschaft in 1890. Since its founding in 1850, Bach Gesellschaft was responsible for
publishing the complete critical edition of Bach’s works.17 A massive undertaking, the project
took 50 years to complete. The resulting editions used research and scientific methods to publish
the most reliably authentic editions. These editions are intended to portray the music showing
15
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only what Bach would have notated, with the assumption that it would be interpreted by
keyboardists of that time. The resulting dedication of 50 years “was a remarkable achievement,
and established the basic principles for scholarly musical editions that have been followed ever
since.”18 The Bach-Gesellschaft completed its goal on January 27, 1900, making the Chromatic
Fantasy (1890) one of the last Bach works to be published in the series.
These scholarly editions were painstakingly investigated to consider Bach’s original
intent in displaying the score as Bach would have prepared it, but in precise modern engraving
techniques. They aid in confirming pitches, rhythms, and stem directions, all of which influence
the preparation of this clarinet transcription.

Interpretive Editions
Group three has the most resources, but they lack sufficient reliability to be useful for this
project. In general, the later the publication, the more likely it is that the edition contains
aberrations in performance practices, chord voicings, and even harmonies. Many of these
alterations were made at the whims of interpreters who were most influenced by performance
practices associated with music of their own time and, like the child’s game of telephone, have
been misrepresented from each generation to the next as “authentic.”
Additionally, as piano design and construction evolved, the instrument acquired
capabilities far removed from any instrument Bach knew. The addition of crescendo and
diminuendo, longer sustain of pitches, increased pitch range, and different pedal techniques
altered performers’ approach to Baroque keyboard music in general. As a result, phrases could
be performed with a greater sense of arrival at cadence points utilizing the expanded techniques
18
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of gradual dynamic capabilities and octave doublings. Technological advances even influenced
the application of ornaments encouraging elaborate cadential ornamentations (in Bülow’s
edition, for example, adding a measure to allow for an extended resolution) and tempo
alterations. The earliest piano edition by Carl Czerny (Czerny, 1839) paved the way for
subsequent adaptations by presenting dynamics and specific articulations. Later editions (e.g.,
von Bülow, Paderewski, Busoni, and Briskier) were heavily influenced by grandiose Romantic
styling utilizing the piano’s extended technical capabilities. Each revised edition, with its
inclusions of additional aberrant markings, becomes less useful to the current clarinet edition.
A possible exception to reliability in this category is the Friedrich Griepenkerl edition
(1819), which is one of the earliest interpretive editions of the Chromatic Fantasy. Griepenkerl
purportedly used Forkel’s edition as a foundation and added interpretive detail in auxiliary staves
above Forkel’s unaltered original text. Griepenkerl’s claims to authoritative interpretation carry
some weight because of his relatively direct student-teacher lineage to J. S. Bach. This lineage
follows the historical path of the original source copy mentioned in the first three rows of Table
1 above, having been handed down from J. S. Bach to W. F. Bach, and then to Forkel,
Griepenkerl’s teacher and Bach’s biographer. Even though it is not considered an Urtext edition,
the student of keyboard interpretation of Bach’s music can take a lesson in Griepenkerl’s
interpretation of ornamentation and the execution of the arpeggiated section. Even though there
exist inconsistencies with regard to extant manuscripts, Griepenkerl’s interpretation is one of the
earliest realizations of the Chromatic Fantasy and thus is responsible for many of the interpretive
details of the current clarinet transcription.
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Griepenkerl’s edition is available in the publication by Carl Czerny19 (1839). In his
version, Czerny retains all of Griepenkerl’s markings, while adding only dynamic indications,
making it one of the first published adaptations of the Chromatic Fantasy for the piano. This
edition is the first in a series that veers progressively further from anything Bach might have
written.

Analytic Essays
Of the available analyses of the Chromatic Fantasy, those by Heinrich Schenker, Hans
David and Ludwig Czaczkes are the most useful in relation to this transcription. These studies
are listed by date of publication in Table 2, along with an article by Konrad Wolff that is also
influential, particularly with regard to the execution of the arpeggiated section.

Table 2.2. Chronology of considered analytic essays.
Author
Schenker (Universal)

Year
1909

David (Breitkopf & Härtel)

1926

Czaczkes (Österreichischer)

1971

Wolff (Piano Quarterly)

1981

19

Commentary
Measure by measure commentary
addressing note corrections and the
Recitative’s “Concealed imbedded
line” a precursor to his later, linear
analytical technique. Also includes
a realization of the Arpeggiated
section.
Expands on Schenker’s notion of
the Ursatz, considering the work in
less specific detail as Schenker, but
in greater overall consideration.
Comparative study of various
formal analyses and editions
notably by Schenker, Naumann,
von Bülow, and Busoni.
Recommendations for performance
interpretation, with a realization of
the arpeggiated section.

J. S. Bach, Italienisches Konzert, Chromatische Fantasie, Fantasie C-Moll, Präludium und Fuge A-Moll, ed. Carl
Czerny (Frankfurt: Peters, 1900).
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Heinrich Schenker:
Schenker’s analysis represents a significant contribution to the understanding of the
Chromatic Fantasy. He believed that an intelligent and informed performance of music could
only be achieved through in-depth knowledge of all its aspects by means of structural analysis.
Particularly important to his work is an intense desire to preserve the composer’s original intent,
openly objecting to editors who interpret compositions with little research or informed
knowledge of musical structure and style. For example, he noted von Bülow and Reinecke’s
obvious admiration for Bach as a composer, but rebuked them for their editorial indiscretions.
“What could therefore have induced them, when called upon to edit a work by J. S. Bach,
suddenly to forget their humility, negate their trust in Bach's superior artistry, and allow
themselves to make so many offensive emendations – more often than not in those very passages
where Bach's genius is most evident?”20 The publication of such editions of works by the
German masters provoked Schenker to respond with his own editions that attempted to restore
the original intentions of the composers. In the case of the Chromatic Fantasy, he used
Naumann’s Urtext edition (i.e., Bach Gesellschaft) as a primary source, providing a few
alterations where his analysis supported a different reading.
Published early in his career, his analysis does not show what one would expect to see in
his later analytical studies. There are no sketches suggesting deep-level voice-leading structures,
and none of the terminology he developed in his later work. Proceeding measure by measure, his
attention is largely focused on isolated points.21 Only in the Recitativo is there any hint of
20
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hierarchical theory, when Schenker refers to an element of the passage as a “concealed, deeply
imbedded melodic line.” Otherwise, there is no attempt to analyze the overall structure of the
work.
Unlike the Urtext editions of Naumann, Dadelsen, and Wolf, Schenker draws his
conclusions for authenticity through structural analysis. By using a copy of Ernst Neumann’s
Universal edition as a primary model, he calls attention to inconsistencies with previously
published editions based upon his knowledge of Bach’s compositional style. In this way, he is
able to make well-reasoned editorial decisions even where primary sources are inconclusive. In a
later analysis of the Chromatic Fantasy by Ludwig Czaczkes, Schenker was criticized for
attempting to resolve these textural uncertainties on the basis of analysis.22 Contrary to
Czaczkes’ criticism, however, questions of textural uncertainties from early manuscripts are
indeed resolved more definitively through analytical applications. A case in point is the support
for Schenker’s pitch corrections in measure 50 of the Fantasy, which are at odds with the other
Urtext editions considered here. Schenker states that “Several editions, among them the Busoni,
Röntgen, and even the Bach-Gesellschaft editions, replace the chord B-flat – A – C – E-flat with
B-flat – A-flat (!) – C – E-flat. They then alter the subsequent notes so that they conform to the
chord.”23 Schenker supports his conclusion based upon the context of the harmonic motion and
the “concealed line” mentioned above. Schenker’s fastidiousness and reversion to original text
give his edition considerable referential weight for the present clarinet transcription.

22
23
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Hans David:
Hans David’s analysis is more closely aligned with a later Schenkerian point of view.
Written 17 years after Schenker’s monograph, he was influenced by Schenker’s concept of the
Ursatz and strove to achieve a greater understanding of the Chromatic Fantasy by identifying the
underlying background structure. Perhaps to avoid Schenker’s nomenclature, he tags his
approach as “The Gestalt of Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy.”
David believed that a work is defined by its melodies, which are comprised of more than
the individual notes that create them, and that comprise the Gestalt to which his title refers.
When describing the Gestalt (essence or shape) of Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy, David follows
Ernst Kurth’s philosophies of music. As discussed by Lee Rothfarb in Ernst Kurth: Selected
Writings, his theories were based on the:
“…psychological aesthetics of the late nineteenth-century … an outgrowth of the
Romantic view of music formulated, for example, by Herder, Hegel, and A.W. Schlegel.
For them, music is an abstract, i.e., non conceptual (begriffslose) exteriorization of
mental life. Psychological aesthetics takes this Idealistic notion and, as a way of guiding
our experience of music’s interior content, modifies it with the idea of self-projection
(Lipps), “inner imitation” (innere Nachahmung, Karl Groos), or “illusion,” and
“conscious self-deception” (bewusste Selbsttäuschung, Konrad Lange), or some variation
of these views. Lange, for instance, considers music the strongest case for the illusion
theory. The related illusions of motion and force are particularly strong in the perception
of music. Kurth tacitly employs this illusion theory when he speaks of individual melodic
tones containing energy derived from a pervasive dynamic current (Bewegungszug). The
current creates a whole that absorbs the parts into a transcendent unity… Melody is not a
collection [Zusammensassung] of tones, rather a primal continuity [Zusammenhang] from
which the tones are released.” 24
What David identifies in the Chromatic Fantasy as the Bewegungszug is closely related
to Schenker’s identity of the work’s Ursatz. By parsing out the more structurally significant
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melodic notes that are nested within the harmonies, David proceeds phrase by phrase to
illuminate the linear goals and trajectory of the entire work.
David’s approach has considerable influence on the interpretive details of the clarinet
transcription. It provides a basis for shaping the connected phrases as a single “dynamic current,”
providing insight for the placement of dynamics and a variety of articulations – a feature of the
clarinet that is not available with the harpsichord. Also, because a clarinetist’s performance is so
closely integrated with breath capacity, a deep understanding of this kind assists in choosing the
best locations for breaths that highlight the work’s musical syntax. These aspects are emphasized
within the visual presentation of the current clarinet transcription by using various stem
directions and adding opposing note stems to highlight the more important structural notes that
make up the nested melodic lines, as exemplified in Chapter 3.

Ludwig Czaczkes:
Ludwig Czaczkes’ monograph, published in 1971, focuses primarily on dispelling
previous theorist’s assertions that the Chromatic Fantasy was written independently of the
Fugue, only to be paired by Bach as an afterthought. He makes his case through the comparison
of motivic germs shared between the two parts. These comparisons are of no consequence to the
clarinet transcription since it does not include the Fugue. The relevant portion of Czaczkes’
analysis is his opening discussion of the form of the work, which can be important for
performance considerations.
In his discussion of form, Czaczkes compares the analyses of Schenker, David, Busoni,
and Keller. Agreeing with various aspects of each, his conclusions represent a general consensus
of these earlier studies. His demarcation of the sections agrees with Busoni’s and David’s,
22

though he rebukes their choice of labeling terminology. He supports his conclusions using
analysis of cadence points, tonal centers, and Bach’s general compositional style. He marshals
additional support by comparing the proportions of the section lengths to those of the preludes
from Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier. While a preoccupation with accurate labeling of the
sections may seem pedantic, it can nevertheless prove significant in the performance
interpretation of the work. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

The Arpeggio section
The arpeggiated section of the Chromatic Fantasy requires the most imagination to
execute. It is comprised of three distinct subsections, each presenting chords written in half notes
as an abbreviation for its realization. All Urtext editions indicate an instruction for their
realization in the first chord of measure 27 with the printed word “arpeggio” under the second
chord to indicate a similar execution. The chord tones of each hand are voiced within an octave
to allow the harpsichordist the ability to sustain each note of the chord by holding down the
corresponding key. Since the right hand’s uppermost note ascends, the spacing between the
hands becomes progressively wider, leaving out chord tones that lie between them – a
consequence that does not significantly affect the arpeggiated texture of the keyboard
performance, but that can sound awkward when performed on the clarinet.
By its nature, this section allows the performer considerable license for interpretation,
and can therefore have as many variants as there are performers or performances. Most
realizations of this section tend to vary in their rhythmic execution. For example, the first chord
in measure 27 is voiced as a tonic harmony that divides the beat into an even sextuplet. The
subsequent chords of this subsection include an additional voice (pedal) that does not allow an
23

even division of the beat into six or eight notes. Many editions divide the beats into groups of
three triplet sixteenth notes plus four thirty-second notes, or vice versa into a beat grouping of
four thirty-second notes plus three sixteenth-note triplets. Other editions promote a division of
the chords that places the bass and uppermost notes on the beats with the notes of the inner
voices spread evenly between them. Schenker prefers to maintain Bach’s sextuplet sub-division
and delay the next uppermost note by a triplet sixteenth value. Whichever rhythmic variation is
preferred, the basic shape remains essentially the same in performance. In most of the
performance editions of this work throughout its history, these chords have been consistently
represented in this way, differing only in particular stylistic points, rhythmic affectations (tenutos
and otherwise elongated important harmonies), and embellishments.
Schenker suggests a more imaginative solution, which also offers an interesting
adaptation for the clarinet’s strength in executing scales and arpeggios, and compensating for its
inability to sustain multiple pitches simultaneously. Basing his realization on Bach’s own
realizations in other keyboard works, and using C. P. E. Bach as another source, he suggests a
version based on a more elaborate improvisation.
Schenker notes Bach’s simple up-and-down model in the first chord, but realizes that this
figuration soon ceases to be applicable. By referring to preludes of other Bach works and C.P. E.
Bach’s Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instrument, he suggests a richer composing
out of the chord progressions in a style more closely aligned to what Bach himself would have
done. Schenker studied Bach’s compositional process with a harmonic analysis of similar
passages in his Prelude and Fugue in A minor.25 Within these passages he notes Bach’s
interpolation of passing tones and acciaccaturas and applies them to the Chromatic Fantasy.
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This method of realization is supported by C. P. E. Bach, where he specifically addresses
improvisation in the free fantasia:
All chords may be broken in many ways and expressed in rapid or slow figuration.
Broken chords in which principal as well as certain neighboring tones are repeated are
especially attractive, for they are more varied than a simple arpeggio where the tones are
played successively just as they lie under the hands. In the interests of elegance the major
or minor second may be struck and quitted below each tone of a broken triad or a
relationship based on a triad. This is called “breaking with acciaccature.”26
Although the Chromatic Fantasy was not conceived for the clarinet, Bach’s method of
applying passing tones and acciaccaturas can be used to mitigate the limited voicings available
due to hand positions on the harpsichord; and they can also be applied to address some of the
clarinet’s limitations. Schenker’s results and their specific application to the clarinet are
discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3: Analysis of the Chromatic Fantasy
This chapter focuses on structural and stylistic features that make the Chromatic Fantasy
distinctive and that require special consideration in adapting the work to a clarinet transcription.
The analysis presented here is a synthesis of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2 along with the
author’s own years of experience with the work that include practice and performances, as well
as listening to and carefully studying many recordings by other performers. Because the present
analysis is influenced by numerous sources, it is difficult to attribute many of these ideas to any
one in particular. This having been said, it should also be noted that Schenker’s considerable
musical insight deserves the largest share of the credit. His earlier monograph of the Fantasy and
highly influential analytical techniques of his later career are key to revealing the binding forces
that make the Fantasy a work of high art. Hans David expands on Schenker’s early work and
applies techniques that Schenker later refined. His identification of the Fantasy’s “Dynamic
Force” (Bewegungszug) uncovers a deep-level melodic line that is key to performance on a
monophonic instrument like the clarinet. Both these authors carry considerable influence over
the analysis presented here. To a lesser extent is Ludwig Czaczkes’ influence, which entails a
comparative study of earlier formal analyses.

Formal Analysis
The Chromatic Fantasy is through-composed but clearly divided into sections, each of
which has unique characteristics. A survey of the available formal analyses considered for this
dissertation reveals a number of different opinions. In one of these analytical essays, Ludwig
26

Czaczkes27 acknowledges the significant contributions of Heinrich Schenker, Hans David,
Ferruccio Busoni and Hermann Keller, also noting their contrasting perspectives and comparing
their views with his own.
At the most general level, The Fantasy clearly exhibits a division into two distinct
sections labeled by Bach himself. The first is entitled “Fantasia” (measures 1-49); the second
begins approximately at the midpoint and is entitled “Recitative” (measures 49-79). Schenker
and Keller support these divisions in their analyses and make no attempt to subdivide them
despite other clearly defined cadences and character contrasts. Hans David identifies a four-part
design: measures 1-20, 21-49, 49-74, and a coda in measures 74-79. Busoni agrees with these
divisions, though his labeling is more descriptive of the contrasting characters of each section.
His labeling of the first section as “Toccata” is a recognition of the style typical of keyboard
works like the Fantasy. An apt labeling, it reflects its compositional free form and virtuosic
character. Busoni labels the second section “Choral (Arpeggio)” recognizing a shift in character
to a stronger emphasis on harmonic content. Czaczkes understandably takes exception to
Busoni’s labeling of this part because it does not adhere strictly to the four-part harmonic texture
found in Bach’s chorales. He prefers simply the term “Arpeggio,” since it more accurately
describes the method of performance Bach assigns. The Recitative section alludes to a vocal
style derived from the root form “to recite.” The recitative of the 18th century was devoid of
repetition and subject to dramatic fluctuation as the text demanded. This section acts as a textless
narrative, with the particular topic left to the imaginations of the performer and listener.
Czaczkes makes mention of David’s inference that the last section can be considered as a
separate, independent part. He wonders whether David sees it as a separate section with a new
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character unique to the previous three, or instead, as the word “coda” is understood, as a closing
section to the Recitative. Although such a fine distinction has little significance for an
understanding of the formal divisions per se, it does have ramifications for interpretation in
performance. As an independent section, the interpretation might be more lingering, dramatically
emphasizing each harmonic change; as a coda, on the other hand, it would call for a more
strongly directed, conclusive portrayal. Czaczkes’ choice, the one also taken in this study, adopts
the latter of these two views.
Czaczkes argues for a three-part design, assigning the Coda as a closing section to the
Recitative. He bases his choice upon the typical comparative proportions of Bach’s sectional
designs and distances between cadence points. He notes that the proportions of 8, 7, 5 ½ beats
are consistent with general cadential formulas, which roughly conforms to the proportional
lengths of each section of the Fantasy: 20, 28½ , 30½ (including the five-measure coda as part of
the Recitative). The form chart given in Example 3.1 visually conveys these sectional
proportions.
The overall form described above is recognized in the current transcription, but with
further refinement to the Arpeggio section. Each arpeggiated passage is prefaced with a
monophonic episode that displays a distinctive character: Episode 1 (measures 21-26) introduces
the first Arpeggio section (measures 27-30), Episode 2 (measures 31-32) introduces the second
(measures 33-42), and Episode 3 (measures 42-44) introduces the third (measures 44-49).

Example 3.1. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Formal design.
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Linear Analysis
The following analytical examples illustrate structural attributes of the Fantasy that are
essential to convey in performance. Each chart displays the deep-level melodic progression that
Heinrich Schenker refers to as the “concealed melodic line.” In his own study, this description
pertains only to the Recitative. The sketches here expand the idea to the two preceding sections
as well, following the melodic line across the entire Fantasy.
The conception of tonal structure in the work is essentially linear for the most part, and
the harmonic content consists of many progressions that are more coloristic than functional in
nature (for example successive diminished seventh harmonies), and harmonies inflected by
dissonant suspensions, retardations, or pedal tones, as well as progressions that weakly tonicize
various consonant triads (especially secondary leading-tone harmonies). The only perfect
cadence on the tonic comes at the end of the Recitative section and even it is immediately
weakened by the addition of the seventh so that it becomes a V7/iv leading into the Coda. Other
arrivals on tonic or dominant that serve as points of structural articulation often take place
outside the context of typical cadential formulas.
Each section becomes more complex than the preceding one in terms of linear and
harmonic development. This gives the sense of gradually increasing tension from the onset of the
Fantasy, reaching its ultimate climax at the concluding coda to the Recitative – all artistically
distributed over the course of 79 measures.
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Toccata Section:
The Toccata section is the simplest of the three. The D tonality is firmly established in
the first four measures through three tonic-dominant progressions. Starting in measure 5, the
structural melodic motion begins a descent that spans over two octaves, from D5 to A2, in the
course of the 20 measures. The total descent, represented in Example 3.2 by filled-in and open
note heads, occurs in three segments: the first in strict diatonic scale steps covering an octave
from D5 to D4 (measure 5-7), the second diatonically with added chromatic passing tones toward
its completion on D3 (measures 7-10), and the final segment with a complete chromatic descent
reaching down to A2 (measure 11), with an additional step down to G2 in measure 12 that
functions as a diatonic lower neighbor to the dominant. The dominant harmony and an A pedal
becomes increasingly prominent during the ensuing measures, and A is further tonicized by a
resolution of its leading-tone seventh harmony at measure 20. The Toccata section is the simplest
one harmonically as represented by the open note heads in Example 3.2. On a background level,
the opening tonic, D minor, is prolonged to measure 13, where the dominant pedal begins to take
over as a new tonal center. Final confirmation of the dominant is provided by the resolution in
measure 20.

Example 3.2. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, Toccata analytical sketch.
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Arpeggio Section:
Example 3.3. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, Arpeggio Analytical Sketch.

The intensity increases from the onset of Episode 1 with a scalar flourish that accentuates
B-flat, the upper neighbor to the dominant. In measure 25, the dominant of A combines with a
leading-tone seventh harmony as the rising sequence voices an F-natural. The strong tendency of
this harmony to resolve to A unexpectedly moves to the tonic (D) in measure 26, which sets up
D5 as the topmost voice of the first arpeggiated chord. From this point, the melodic voice ascends
chromatically, supported harmonically by a series of resolutions of leading-tone seventh chords
embellishing the tonic (measure 28), subdominant (measure 29), and dominant (measure 30),
then entering Episode 2 with a prolongation of B-flat5 over another vii°7 in measures 31-32.
The intensity continues to mount during the Arpeggio 2 subsection as it becomes the
most harmonically unstable passage of the section. In measure 34, the ascending chromatic
melody is transferred an octave lower to a B-natural, where it continues its chromatic ascent to
D5 in measure 36. This chromatic ascent is supported harmonically by a stepwise chromatic
series of ascending fully diminished seventh chords. The series eventually resolves to a first31

inversion minor dominant in measure 36. From this point, the melodic D is prolonged through
neighboring motion to measure 39 where it unfolds down stepwise to A4 to “rest” on a major
seventh of a B-flat chord, arrived at by a deceptive resolution in the other voices (measure 42) to
complete the Arpeggio 2 subsection.
In Episode 3, the A4 in the melody is prolonged, not as dominant as expected, but as the
major seventh of B-flat major, then as the minor seventh of B major to prepare a resolution
through E7 to A minor in measure 46. The final arpeggiated section continues in the key of A
minor and resolves with a perfect authentic cadence in A major.

Recitative Section:
Five defining elements distinguish this section from the others: 1) the mood changes from
a more rhythmic character to a recitative style and employs a different rhythmic texture that
suggests rubato in its interpretation, 2) the reversal of the soprano melodic direction to a
descending line, 3) the increased chromaticism with the addition of a bass melody descending in
tandem with the melodic line in the top voice, 4) an increasing source of tension provided by
cadence points in different tonal centers, and 5) development of the “Sigh motive.” All these
elements, except the character change, are illustrated in Example 3.4.
The harmonic direction in this section remains illusive as it winds through diminished
seventh and unresolved dominant seventh harmonies from its onset in measure 49. This nebulous
harmonic organization affords unbridled compositional freedom. The continuing melodic
motion, revealed in the analytical sketch in Example 3.4, provides the binding continuity that
would otherwise be left void with the absence of a functional harmonic progression. A weak
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tonicization to C-sharp minor reached 14 measures later at measure 61, gradually introduces a
harmonic progression that prepares the return to the tonic arrival at measure 75.

Example 3.4. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, Recitative Analytical sketch.

From measure 49, the background topmost melodic line, represented by open note heads,
continues from the previous section, this time descending through an octave and a fifth from A
(measure 49-52) to D (measure 75). The descending line shifts to a higher octave in measure 61
and continues its descent from there. With the arrival on the tonic D5 (measure 63), the melodic
line continues its descent, this time diatonically, to F5 in measure 70 with an additional shift up
an octave. From there, it approaches its final descent to the cadence on the tonic in measure 75.
The descending chromatic line in the bass continues in tandem with the aforementioned
topmost melody. It begins with a G-flat3 in measure 50 and continues its descent after a brief
prolongation of four bars to cadence on a C-sharp minor chord in measure 62. It then continues a
half-step further to C3 in the dominant preparation harmony (V4/2) before resolving to G minor
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with an imperfect authentic cadence in measure 68. The tonicized G2 in measure 68 becomes the
first note of the next bass melodic segment, which resumes with an octave shift upward to an E3
in measure 74 to the cadence at the final descent at measure 75.
The falling half-step dyad, first appearing in the introductory measures of the Fantasy,
becomes an important vehicle for the descending topmost melodic line in the Recitative section.
Hans David refers to this as the “Sigh motive” (Seufzermotiv), 28 an emotional description
suggesting the unique character of this section. An edited version of his sketch is presented in
Example 3.5. The first half of the motive (represented by down stems in the lower staff) is
particularly relevant to its development in the final section (including the coda) of the Fantasy.
This motive, found frequently at the musical surface as well as deeper structural layers of the
Recitative, is indicated with asterisks in Example 3.4 above.

Example 3.5. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, motivic analysis, measure 1 – 2.

Coda Section:
This remarkable section represents the pinnacle of the chromaticism represented in the
Chromatic Fantasy’s namesake. Over the space of five measures, Bach combines the most

28

David, “Die Gestalt,” appendix, p. 13
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intensely chromatic elements of the previous three sections with a satisfying release of tension by
resolution to the major tonic in the final measure. This time, two parallel descending chromatic
melodic lines (represented in Example 3.6 by open note heads) combine to create a pattern of
“sighing” intervals completing a descent of more than an octave. The topmost line begins on the
tonic D5, eventually resting an octave lower on the tonic of the final chord. The parallel voice is
in the alto and neatly completes a chromatic octave descent to the Picardy third of the final
chord. These two lines are supported harmonically by another pattern of descending fully
diminished seventh chords to produce four consecutive chromatic aggregates. Yet with such a
saturation of chromaticism, three events anchor this closing gesture to the tonic: 1) the grounding
of the ever-present tonic D pedal in the bass, 2) the interpolation at the exact midpoint of the
coda of a D-minor tonic harmony, and 3) the conclusion of each of the four iterations of the
descending diminished chord with vii°7 to prolong the cadential preparation (iv6/4 – vii°7), each
time increasing anticipation for the strong resolution to the final tonic harmony.

Example 3.6. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, Coda analytical sketch.
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This analysis highlights many elements of the Fantasy that must be considered for a
successful interpretation. The following chapter discusses in detail particular features of the
clarinet that are effective in realizing these elements in performance.
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Chapter 4: Transcription Challenges and Solutions
It is remarkable how musical context in a work like Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy, written
for the harpsichord, can be reasonably well represented on the clarinet despite the dissimilarities
between the two instruments. Basic compositional elements such as pitch and duration, and
organizational elements of music, such as formal structure, texture, and aesthetics, can be
communicated irrespective of the method of tone production. The challenge lies in the adaptation
of dissimilar instrumental qualities to present the music as faithfully as possible in keeping with
Bach’s original intent.
The process of preparing this transcription followed a logical sequence of steps, each
posing distinctive challenges along the way. The first challenge is the verification of selected
pitches and rhythms with reliable sources. The selected resources reviewed in Chapter 2 were
extremely valuable in determining accuracy. However, there are discrepancies even among the
best sources that required comparison and selection in order to determine the best solutions for
this transcription.
Once this was achieved, the next logical step was deciding how these pitches and
rhythms were to be displayed on the printed page in a manner that best reveals the essential
structure of the work. This is one of the most distinctive features of this edition, which uses
various notational techniques to aid the performer in understanding the different contrapuntal and
phrasing features of the work. Traditional notation for a monophonic instrument like the clarinet
encourages a shallow interpretation consisting of a limited, mono-linear layout. While this is
sufficient to display a single part within a larger ensemble, it reveals little information regarding
deeper aspects of the music. Incorporating different stem directions and beaming note groupings
according to considerations of harmony and phrasing conveys a stronger sense of musical
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structure to the interpreter. A part of this challenge was coping with the range limits of the
clarinet and deciding where octave displacements were best achieved with minimal disruption of
the phrasing.
The next challenge was to determine the clarinet techniques that would best convey the
Fantasy’s polyphonic nature on a monophonic instrument. Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy requires a
mastery of several advanced performance techniques. Long phrases that are easily executed on
the keyboard require a well developed, expanded air capacity. Circular breathing is a particularly
useful technique in this regard, but not essential for a well conceived interpretation. Exacting
control of breath support helps to provide contrast of dynamics that allows for the shaping of
phrases, and can also provide a means of emphasizing important harmonic and melodic elements
through the use of accents and a variety of other types of articulation. In the case of chords,
decisions had to be made on how to notate and, consequently, perform chords in order to convey
the harmonic content.
The realization of the arpeggiated chords in the Arpeggio section was of particular
interest in making this transcription. The improvisatory character of this section provided a
unique opportunity to align these arpeggios with a style that displays the clarinet’s unique
abilities to execute arpeggios and scale patterns with élan. For this reason, the arpeggiated
realization warrants specific consideration in the following discussion.

Pitch and Rhythm Confirmation
The first step in preparing any transcription is the transferring of accurate pitches and
rhythms from the original to the new work. In this step, only notes and their lengths are
considered, ignoring stylistic details such as ornamentation, rubato, phrasing (breath marks and
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slurs), and other expressive markings. Inaudible markings found in manuscripts and typeset
editions are also ignored at this stage. These would include note beamings, stem directions, hand
choices, fingerings, and so forth.
The absence of an autograph manuscript creates an additional challenge in this first step.
Extant primary source manuscripts from Bach’s copyists are not definitive, since each source
represents a different stage in the Fantasy’s development. Comparison of these manuscripts also
reveals pitch inconsistencies and calligraphic inaccuracies that can be difficult to rectify without
special expertise in Bach studies. The meticulous preparation of Urtext editions by Naumann
(Bach Gesellschaft), Schenker (Universal), Dadelsen/Rönnau (Henle), Wolf (Bärenreiter), and
Leisinger (Universal) have been particularly helpful in this regard and are the primary resources
for the current clarinet transcription. The later of these editions may have the benefit of
information that was not available at the time of earlier publications. While this suggests that
they be given more weight, it does not necessarily mean that all information in the later editions
is superior to the earlier ones. In the case of measure 37, for example, the default went to the two
earliest editions based on structural rather than musicological evidence.
A comparison chart (Table 4.1) of these sources reveals four significant inconsistencies
that are clearly audible in performance. The chart is arranged with the editions listed across the
columns in chronological order of their publication. The final column reflects the decision made
for the current transcript.
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Measure 37:

The first inconsistency involves the spelling of the second half-note chord of measure 37.
The first row in Table 4.1 shows the spelling in the various options. Example 4.1 shows
Naumann and Schenker’s solution (which is incorporated in this transcription) within the
surrounding context of measures 34-38. As revealed in the analysis in Chapter 3, increased
chromaticism serves to mount musical tension throughout the Arpeggio section, but particularly
within the Arpeggio 2 subsection. In this area, where the chord in question resides, the tension is
projected through a series of three ascending fully-diminished seventh chords found in measures
34-35. This set pattern logically continues its chromatic ascent (after an interruption by two
diatonic chords) through measure 37, but only if an E diminished seventh chord takes the place
of the questioned location. Both Dadelsen /Rönnau and Wolf editions suggest a C diminished
seven with a flat-9 – an unusual voicing within the context of the work. Leisinger’s solution is a
French augmented sixth chord, which resolves correctly to the following F7, but, given the
character of the section, is also unlikely. Naumann and Schenker show the best solution, which
appropriately conforms to the foreshadowed chromatic patterns. Additionally, the E diminished
seventh chord is more satisfying in its progression to the F7 in measure 38.

Example 4.1. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, edited by Naumann and Schenker, measures 34 – 38.
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Measure 50:
In his 1909 monograph of the Chromatic Fantasy, Heinrich Schenker revealed an error of
no less than five pitches in measure 50 that were, by that time, accepted as authentic. A misreading of the flat sign may have been the cause of the error. However, rather than question the
validity of the accidental, four other notes were changed in order to align harmonically with the
mistaken reading. As a result, all A-naturals in the measure were changed to A-flats, and the Enatural (beat 3, second sixteenth) was changed to E-flat.29 (See Table 4.1 for a comparison.)
The comparison among editions given in Table 4.2 indicates the controversy regarding
this measure among a variety of editors. Among the twelve editions on the list, five preferred Bflat on the second beat – the solution incorporated into this transcription. Among the Urtext
editions considered for this project, only Schenker’s supports the B-flat. The Dadelsen/Rönnau
edition went so far as to respell the B-double flat enharmonically as A-natural.

29

Heinrich Schenker, J.S. Bach's Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue, 38.
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Table 4.2. Distribution among editions of pitch choice in measure 50.

B-flat – A
Bülow
Czerny
Hoffmeister
Paderewski
Schenker1)
B-double flat – A-flat
Bischoff
Briskier
Busoni
Dadelsen/Rönnau2)
Leisinger
Naumann
Wolf
1)
2)

Urtext editors are in bold type.
Enharmonically spelled A-natural – A-flat

With this distribution it is difficult to determine which edition is correct. Table 4.1
illustrates that the majority of note preferences are in contrast to Schenker’s, which is
incorporated into the current transcription. In this case, Schenker convincingly supports his
choice based upon structural analysis.
Schenker based his conclusion on the context of the harmonic motion and the deep level
melodic line. The melodic motion of B-flat to A is consistent with Schenker’s identity of the
“concealed line” that he describes in his analysis (see Example 3.4 in the preceding chapter). The
A-natural in this line is the second note of the chromatic descent that continues from measures 49
and leads to the end of the Fantasy. This line is marked in the current transcription with arrows
extending downward from a dotted line above the score (see Example 4.5). Schenker also labels
the harmony in the second half of measure 50 as F major, supporting the choice of the A-naturals
in the second half of beat two, and in the anacrusis that leads to the next measure, thus also
justifying the E-natural leading tone on the second sixteenth of beat three.
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In her notes to her translation of Schenker’s monograph, Hedi Siegel offers a reason for
what Schenker describes to be an error: “an explanation for how the ominous double flat found
its way into a large number of manuscript copies of the Fantasy may lie in the old way of writing
the double flat as a single, enlarged flat. Misinterpretations can easily arise from this older
notational practice, since the size of handwritten accidentals is always relative.”30 Siegel goes on
to quote Oswald Jonas, an earlier translator of Schenker’s work: “Schenker…followed the Peters
edition – Griepenkerl’s transmission of the reading found in Forkel’s manuscript copy.”31
Konrad Wolff raises a similar concern for the note discrepancy in his analysis, stating that this
chord was so unprepared “that the original editors, in the 19th century, could not believe it and
therefore simply changed what Bach had written!”32

Measure 55:
The discrepancy in this measure lies in the rhythmic display of the anacrusis leading into
the following bar. The rhythm in question, marked by an asterisk in Table 4.1, influences the
temporal length of the C-flat located on the second eighth division of beat 4. Naumann’s edition
divides the beat into eight even 32nd notes, whereas all other editions represent this C-flat as a
dotted 32nd followed by a B-flat 64th note. The clarinet transcription follows the example of the
majority of editions. The metric elongation on C-flat strengthens the three-note anacrusis starting
on the following B-flat, eventually leading to the resolution of the sigh motive in the next
measure.

30

Ibid, 82.
Ibid, 76.
32
Konrad Wolff, “‘Bach’s Chromatic Fantasy BWV 903:’ an attempt at an analysis, with commentary and
realizations,” Piano Quarterly 29, no. 115 (1981): 42.
31
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Measure 57:
The discrepancy in this measure involves the appropriate enharmonic spelling of the
eighth note on the first beat. The question of whether it should be an A-flat or G-sharp is dictated
by the accompanying harmony. In this case, the downbeat is harmonized by the delayed chord
occurring on the second beat of the measure. This E dominant seventh chord requires that the
arrival on beat one of measure 57 be a G-sharp4. This seemingly innocuous point becomes more
significant when considering the auxiliary note of the mordent. As an A-flat, the lower neighbor
would be a G-flat, which conflicts with the harmony, whereas a G-sharp with an F-sharp lower
neighbor makes better sense tonally.

Page Layout and Engraving Considerations
The new transcription presented in this study expands on Hasty’s methods for creating
the illusion of harmonic and polyphonic textures. The manner in which notation is displayed on
the printed page has a significant effect on how the interpreter perceives and ultimately performs
a work. Slurs, articulation markings, dynamics, rhythmic beams, and stem directions can
influence the final outcome of a performance in profound ways. Recognizing the advantage that
keyboardists have in viewing phrasing and formal structures on a double staff, this new
transcription incorporates grand staff and monophonic notation onto a single staff. By altering
stem directions, and by grouping notes with broken beams and slurs, this version gives the
clarinetist a clearer means of visualizing and interpreting the structural content of the original
work.
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Note Beaming:
The question of observing metric beaming as opposed to musical beaming is clearly
represented in the contrast between the two previous clarinet transcriptions of the Fantasy
illustrated in Example 1.1. Langenus’s transcription uses beams that emphasize the work’s
meter, whereas Hasty’s beaming focuses more clearly on the work’s sequential patterns. Metric
notation notwithstanding, the listener will generally perceive these musical events almost
irrespective of the performer’s mental concept. In this section where flourishes are predominant,
Langenus neatly groups the notes according to beats. While his layout is well organized in this
regard, it fails to project the sequential groupings that Hasty displays in his version with beaming
and slurs.
This present transcription (Example 4.2) follows Hasty’s lead by similarly beaming notes
into musical gestures with slight editorial variation to highlight larger groupings in order to
encourage a greater sense of musical continuity. This type of revision is similarly applied
throughout the transcription.
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Example 4.2. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Measures 21-25.

Stem Direction and Supernumerary Stems:
In various points of this edition, stem directions eschew calligraphic standards in order to
reveal nested melodic motion. One of the most complicated passages in this respect is that
consisting of the final five measures of the work. This section features two descending chromatic
lines nested within descending, parallel fully-diminished seventh chords. Each line receives its
own stem direction to delineate its progression. The upper line, illustrated with up-stems,
contrasts visually with the lower line, which is doubly identified by down-stems and grace-note
notation (Example 4.3). The complexity of this section requires additional articulation, grace
notes, and dynamic techniques that are discussed in more detail below.
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Example 4.3. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Measures 75-79.

Supernumerary stems and beams are used in addition to basic rhythms to visually mark
structural aspects within the other sections. Devoid of specific rhythmic meaning, they are
attached to certain notes within note groups to help clarify the important melodic lines revealed
by the linear analysis in Chapter 3. A preliminary performance of just these notes can provide the
interpreter a clearer sense of deeper level melodic contour and phrase direction without the
distraction of the constant sequence of sixteenth-note runs. With phrase direction thus
understood, the performer must then use technical facility and rubato to make these lines aurally
perceptible. A slight lengthening of these notes (rubato) and a slight increase of dynamic (air
pressure) combines to set these notes apart from the others in the texture.
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Example 4.4 illustrates how supernumerary stems are utilized in the opening measures to
reveal the deeper melodic line.

Example 4.4. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Measures 3-6.

In the Recitative section, a different type of marking is used to uncover the descending
chromatic melodic line. As learned from the analysis in Chapter 3 (see Example 3.4), this deep
level melody persists throughout the Fantasy – the beginning of the Recitative is only a
continuation of that melody. Because of Bach’s expanded ornamentation in this section, the steps
of the descending line become elusive, requiring some elucidation to indicate to the interpreter
the binding continuity of the section.
This method of identifying the long-range line is best exemplified in the transcription of
the Recitative presented in the appendix. In this section, arrows and broken lines are used to
indicate the descending pattern in a manner that does not interfere with a reading of the section.
The arrows over the concert A4 (the clarinet’s B-natural) in measures 49-54 reveal in an
observable way the tonal purpose of this area as a prolongation of a single melodic pitch, an
attribute that might remain hidden without the extra indicators. Each step of the descending
chromatic line is highlighted in this way to the end of the section at measure 75, where it links
with its continuation through the end of the Fantasy. An awareness of these relationships gives
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the interpreter a strong sense of the structural content while also providing insight into
articulations, dynamics, and phrasing.

Example 4.5. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Recitative, measures 49-59.

Chord representation:
The inability to produce multiple pitches simultaneously places the clarinet at a distinct
disadvantage in performing the Fantasy. Chords and counterpoint require special attention in
order to convey harmonic content and progression. The clarinet’s ability to perform arpeggios
and large-interval grace notes provides a means of conveying these attributes successfully.
Period performance practice for arpeggiating chords on the harpsichord makes for a convenient
transfer to the clarinet part. However, two limitations of the clarinet create additional challenges
when transcribing chords: 1) the inability of the clarinet to sustain all chord tones
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simultaneously, and 2) the inability of the clarinet to cover the lower octave. To circumvent these
shortfalls, the following basic guidelines were adopted in transferring keyboard chords to clarinet
arpeggios:
• In order to preserve the correct chord inversion and the integrity of the bass melodic
movement, the lowest note of the chord must also be the lowest note of the arpeggio.
If the exact octave is not available on the clarinet, an octave transposition is necessary,
but the pitch class of the first note of the corresponding arpeggio must be the same.
• The voicing of the arpeggio should match as closely as possible the voicing of the
original chord. If the original chord is in open voicing in the left hand, the first few
notes of the arpeggio should be as well.
• The top note of the arpeggio must be in the same octave as the corresponding chord
unless the entire soprano line is transposed. Therefore if the lowest note of the chord is
transposed an octave higher, then the spacing of the outer voices of the arpeggio
should be reduced by an octave.
• Suspensions and their resolutions are an essential feature of the chords, and should be
prominently conveyed in the corresponding arpeggio, either by sounding last, by a
different dynamic, or by special articulation.
In general, the lowest note of an arpeggio should be held slightly longer to simulate the
foundational function associated with the bass note of a chord. This is represented in the clarinet
transcription by a comparatively longer rhythmic value or by the application of a tenuto
articulation. Where there is no indication of elongation, the arpeggio should be performed
evenly.
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Every chord in the transcription receives one of more of the treatments from the
guidelines above. Of the 43 total chords in the Recitative section (including the Coda), two
require the bass to be transposed up an octave and the chord revoiced from open to closed
position, four require an octave transposition of the entire chord, four require revoicing by
omitting a chord tone, twelve are in the same octave and voicing, and 21 require that only the
bass be transposed up an octave with the outer voices reduced by an octave. Specific remedies
for each case are discussed in detail below.
In Example 4.6 all chord tones transfer as written into the arpeggio, requiring no octave
displacements or voicing alterations. The arpeggiation indication in the harpsichord part creates
an additional convenience for the transfer, in that the effect of the arpeggiation in the clarinet
remains the same. The only limitation is the clarinet’s inability to sustain all the chord tones
simultaneously. In this particular case, the F-sharp3 (G-sharp concert) shows an elongation in the
form of the relatively longer valued eighth note within the grace note grouping.

Example 4.6. Chord transcription in the same octave, measure 72.
a) Original

b) Clarinet transcription

In Example 4.7, the chord on the second beat of the keyboard part is written below the
range of the clarinet. The unique circumstance presented by this chord concerns its voicing. The
spacing of more than an octave between hand positions allows only the left-hand chord to be
displaced to the higher octave without omitting any of the chord tones. A tenuto is placed on the
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clarinet’s C-double flat5 to delineate a distinction between the left-hand chord tones and the
right-hand melody.

Example 4.7. Octave transposition of chord, melody in original octave.
a) Measure 61, original

b) Clarinet transcription

Example 4.8 shows a more comprehensive treatment requiring the application of all the
guidelines above. In this chord (Ex. 4.8.a), the bass is below the clarinet’s range, requiring an
octave transposition in order to retain it as the lowest note of the chord. This forces the omission
of three of the lowest chord tones. However, since the original chord spans two octaves, chord
voicing is not sacrificed. The chord’s outer voices are therefore reduced by an octave, so that the
chord functions as in its original context. The appoggiatura/resolution (B-flat4 to A4 concert)
shown in Example 4.8a deserves special attention because the event occurs in the inner voice of
the chord. These two notes are rhythmically preserved as main notes while the supporting chord
is transferred to the clarinet part as grace notes.

Example 4.8. Bass note transposed, chord outer voices reduced by an octave, measure 51.
a) Original

b) Clarinet transcription
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Example 4.9 illustrates a minority of the cases where chords need to be revoiced from
open to closed position in order to compensate for the clarinet’s limited low range. In this
concluding measure, the background melody reaches its lowest point in the Fantasy, indicated in
the clarinet part by the supernumerary flagged stems (Example 4.10.b). With this descending
melodic line pressing against the limited low range of the clarinet, only one octave remains,
preventing the open voicing of the original keyboard score. Rather than omitting chord tones in
the transfer, the original pitches are retained in closed voicing.

Example 4.9. Revoiced chords from open to closed position.
a) Measure 79, original

b) Clarinet transcription

Example 4.10 displays the unavoidable need to omit notes from certain chords, again due
to the limited clarinet range. This example occurs during the Coda, which is the most
harmonically complex section of the Fantasy. At this point, the series of descending fully
diminished seventh chords creates a parallel polyphonic line that progressively reduces the
interval between the melody note and the clarinet’s lowest pitch limit. The secondary polyphonic
melody (notated by separated eighth grace notes in the clarinet part in Example 4.10.b) forces a
limit of less than an octave for the four chords in measure 78. Of the four pitches belonging to
the diminished chords, only three are within the range of the outer voices because the bass is
transposed up by an octave. The lowest descending line (marked with parenthesis in Example
4.10.a) is discarded in the transcription.
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Example 4.10. Revoiced chord omitting pitches.
a) Measure 77-78, harmonic reduction,

1) D2 pitches out of range for clarinet.
2) Notes in parenthesis omitted from clarinet
transcription because of range limitation.
b) Clarinet transcription

*Melodic anacruses removed for clarity.

Representation of Counterpoint:
Another challenge confronting this transcription involves the transcription of
contrapuntal lines from the keyboard score to the clarinet part. The clarinet’s ability to perform
large intervals quickly and with ease makes grace notes a practical means for projecting
simultaneous lines effectively. Only four such short-lived moments exist in the Fantasy. Two,
located at measures 52-3 and measures 58-9, have lines in parallel sixths, each leading to tonal
resolutions. The other two are located at cadence points in measures 49 and 70. Measure 70 is
used as an example for both and discussed below.
The use of grace notes to convey counterpoint is illustrated in Example 4.11. The bottom
voice of the parallel sixths is assigned the role of the grace note, which slurs into the upper voice.
Performing these notes on the beat rather than before, provides a heavier emphasis that helps to
expose the duality of the line.
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Example 4.11. Polyphonic transfer, measures 52-4 and 58-9.
a) Original notation.

b) Clarinet transcription

c) Original notation.

d) Clarinet transcription

Octave displacement:
Concessions in the form of octave transpositions were made in certain segments in order
to overcome the limited lower range of the clarinet. The range of the original Fantasy includes
D2, whereas the lowest note of the clarinet is D3. In order to make up the missing octave without
disruption to the musical line, locations for octave shifts fall into two categories: 1) those that
occur at musical pattern points, and 2) those that include minimal recomposition of the original
material to adapt to the changed octave.
Pattern points are repetitive sequences that were also considered in the note beaming
process. Information revealed in the analysis found in Chapter 3 was beneficial in determining
these locations. Example 4.2, used to illustrate note beamings above, illustrates this point as well.
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In this passage, Bach takes advantage of the full range of the harpsichord to create a burst of
patterns that plunges to the lower range of the harpsichord in a sweeping gesture. The same
effect might be achieved with the clarinet by transposing the entire gesture up an octave from the
outset. Though this may be possible for some, it is not a practical solution since it would begin in
the extreme upper range of the clarinet. A transcription of the exact octave would be impossible
since it reaches its lower limit before the phrase is completed. Therefore the only remaining
option is to shift at a location within the gesture. In Example 1.1.b above, Hasty utilizes the full
range of the clarinet to include its lowest note D3 (concert). Example 4.2 shows the solution that
considers the six-note patterns begun in the previous measure. Rather than continue the flourish
to the low limit of the clarinet, the current transcription skips up an octave at the beginning of the
lowest pattern that would pass the low range limit. Utilizing this location maintains the
excitement of the passage while still outlining the descending diminished-seventh arpeggio with
the first pitches of each of the descending sextuplet-figures.
Example 4.12 illustrates how altering a few pitches around the octave skip can mitigate
the type of jarring interruption that occurs in the last example. In the keyboard version, the
phrase starting in measure 31 is similarly a sweeping gesture from the upper to the lower range
of the instrument. Again, without an octave displacement, the gesture would reach the low range
limit of the clarinet before the phrase could be completed. In the present transcription, the choice
is to place the octave skip at the highest practical moment to take advantage of the long sweep.
The skip occurs on the concert C-sharp5 on beat 2 of the measure. A strict displacement here
would create a major sixth leap in contrary motion to the original minor third descent, E – Csharp. Changing the pitch on the last 32nd value from concert E5 to B-flat5 creates a sweeping
anacrusis to the highest note of the piece, thereby adding to the excitement of the two-measure
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gesture. The return to the original octave occurs at the downbeat of measure 33 as a reducedoctave arpeggio, as described in “Arpeggios and Grace Notes” section above.

Example 4.12. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Octave displacement solution, measure 31.
a) Original version

b) Clarinet transcription, shift up an octave on beat 2 with prior pitch alteration.

1) Recomposed note to concert B-flat (clarinet C-natural).

Table 4.3 lists all the measure locations where octave displacements occur. The first
column gives the starting point, the second the ending, and the third column briefly describes the
type of shift. A quick scan of the table reveals that most of the octave displacements occur in the
voicings of chords in the Recitative section. These are single events that last no longer than the
rhythmic value of the chord. The chords found in the Arpeggio section utilize an improvisatory
approach, which is discussed below in greater detail. This discussion focuses on the octave
treatment of the horizontal melodic phrases, which are indicated in the table as “Melody 8va.”
This type occurs only seven times throughout the work, each lasting only a short time, followed
by a return to the original octave at the earliest opportunity.
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Recitative Section

Arpeggio Section

Table 4.3. List of Octave displacements and type.

From measure:
10, beat 3
18, beat 1, 2nd 16th
22, beat 3, 4th 16th
30, beat 1
31, beat 2
36, beat 1 & 3
40, beat 3
41
42, beat 1
42, beat 1
45
50, beat 2
51, beat 2
53, beat 2
54, beat 2
55, beat 2
56, beat 2
57, beat 2
58, beat 1, 2nd 16th
59, beat 3
60, beat 1
60, beat 3
61, beat 3
63, beat 2
68, beat 1
69, beat 1, 2nd 8th
69, beat 3
70, beat 1

Through measure:
12, beat 2
19, beat 1, 2nd 16th
24, beat 2, 1st 32nd
33, beat 1
40, beat 4
42
43, beat 3, 1st 16th
49, beat 2

60, beat 3

70, beat 3

Type:
Melody 8va, Lead-in recomposed
Melody 8va
Melody 8va
Reduced-octave arpeggio 1)
Melody 8va, Lead-in recomposed
Bass C3 transposition
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Arpeggios 8va
Expanded arpeggio
Melody 8va
Melody 8va
Reduced-octave arpeggio 2)
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
8va, lower polyphony only
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Polyphonic Bass line 8va, Reduced-octave
arpeggios
Melody 8va
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Bass line 8va, Reduced-octave arpeggios
Bass 8va, Reduced-octave arpeggio
Bass 8va, Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Reduced-octave arpeggio
Bass 8va, Reduced-octave arpeggio
Bass 8va, Reduced-octave arpeggio

Coda

71, beat 2, 2nd 8th
72, beat 1
74, beat 2
74, beat 3
74, beat 4
77, beat 3
78, beat 1
78, beat 2
78, beat 3
78, beat 4
79, beat 1
79, beat 3
1) Discussed in Arpeggio Section.
2) Methods of managing chords is discussed in “Arpeggios and Grace Notes” below
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Dynamics:
This transcription includes dynamics despite the lack of any dynamic indications in most
of the Urtext editions. It was assumed by most Urtext editors that dynamic indications were not
part of the original score because the harpsichord performed a single dynamic. Of the editions
consulted for this transcription, those of Dadelsen/Rönnau, Wolf, and Leisinger do not use
dynamics, whereas Naumann and Schenker do. George Stauffer believed Naumann’s dynamics
were taken from an earlier manuscript by Gebhardt, who may have added them to make the
Fantasy more marketable. Naumann’s dynamics “were rightly criticized by David, who stressed
their stylistic inconsistency with Bach’s text.”33 Schenker’s edition also shows dynamics. He had
instructed his publisher to place them in parentheses in order to indicate them as the editor’s
suggestion, but this instruction was ignored. Following the rise of the forte-piano as the
preeminent keyboard instrument, dynamics were introduced to editions of earlier works to give
more vitality to the leading direction of phrases. The present clarinet transcription provides
dynamics for essentially the same purpose, to highlight points of harmonic arrival by applying
crescendo and diminuendo markings. The clarinet can also provide the dynamic gestures that
were typical of other wind instruments of the period, a feature that is used to great effect in the
Recitative section.
In the Toccata and Arpeggio sections, important points of structural articulation that
could benefit from dynamic highlighting were identified using the analysis presented in Chapter
3 and an unmarked Urtext edition. Those points are listed in Table 4.4. General dynamic shaping
(crescendos and diminuendos) were added to phrases leading into and away from these points.

33

George B. Stauffer, “‘This fantasia…never had its like,’” 172.
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Within these general shapes, additional dynamic subtleties were incorporated to highlight other
features of the phrases.

Table 4.4. List of musical phrases, Toccata and Arpeggio sections.
Onset of
Phrase 1)
3, 1
7, 1
11, 1
21,1
26, 1

Points of
Articulation
5, 1
10, 3
20, 1, 4th 16th
2)
26, 1
30, 3
36 3)
34, 1
40, 1 3)
42, 1
45, 1
49, 1
1)
Format: measure, beat, subdivision.
2)
Starts at forte with a low-point to mp (m. 23) returning to f at goal.
3)
Intermediary goals.

The Recitative section utilizes the “sigh motive,” which requires a different dynamic
treatment. First introduced in the introductory measures of the work, it comes to the fore as a
featured gesture of the Recitative section, and is repeated several times in various harmonic
contexts. This motive also becomes the main vehicle for the chromatic descent revealed in the
analysis in Chapter 3. In every case, it acts as an appoggiatura resolving to a chord tone. Period
performance on wind instruments typically performed the appoggiatura with a breath stress and
followed with a diminuendo to the resolution. Johann Joachim Quantz, noted flute pedagogue,
composer, and author of his well-known treatise on playing the Baroque flute, describes the
proper Baroque interpretation:
Appoggiaturas must be tipped gently with the tongue, allowing them to swell in volume
if time permits; the following notes are slurred a little more softly. This type of
embellishment is called the Abzug; it originated with the Italians.34
34

Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 2nd ed, trans. by Edward R. Reilly (New York: Schirmer Books,
1985) 93.
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…long appoggiaturas that derive their value from the notes following them must be so
bowed as to increase in volume, without accentuation, and must be slurred gently to the
following notes, so that the appoggiaturas sound a little stronger than the notes that
follow them.35
In this transcription, all instances of this motive are marked with a double hairpin
crescendo/diminuendo as a means of realizing Quantz’s recommendation.
In the first eight measures of the Recitative section (50-57) the sigh motive is always
paired with a chord, each presented in one of two different ways. Appearing in alternation, they
are grouped in two-measure phrases. The excerpt given in Example 4.13 shows where both these
types of chords occur. In measure 53, the chord is preceded by a melodic arrival on two of its
chord tones on the first beat. A rest of silence between the downbeat and the written chord
separates them. In the next measure, the chord serves to harmonize the resolution of the sigh
motive. Both of these occurrences differ in the way they support the melodic line. In many
editions and performances, these chords are treated equally, with a sudden burst of forte isolated
from the melodic material surrounding it.
In this clarinet transcription, these chords, performed as arpeggios, are treated in relation
to the shape of the melodic line. Starting piano, the melodic line increases in dynamic intensity
(crescendo) to the downbeat of measure 53, and the arpeggio following it is synchronous with
the dynamic leading up to it. In the case of measure 54, the arpeggio is played in a resolving
dynamic, synchronous with the diminuendo and in keeping with Quantz’s description of the
appoggiatura execution.

35

Ibid, 227
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Example 4.13. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Measures 52-54.
a) Original version

b) Clarinet transcription.

Treatment of these chords in this way softens the constant jarring effect of the forte indicated and
performed by many keyboardists, and shapes the section into the two-measure phrases indicated,
thus giving the section a better sense of continuity.
Another use of dynamic inflection involves parenthetical crescendo and diminuendo
hairpins to shape the composed-out arpeggios found in the Arpeggio section. Example 4.14
shows that these dynamic shapes are in opposition to the direction of the oscillating arpeggiated
figures (i.e., requiring more breath support on the lower pitches than the higher). Supporting the
bass pitches in this way accomplishes two purposes simultaneously: 1) it provides more depth to
the performance of the arpeggios, and 2) it presents the outer voices at a more equal dynamic
level. The highest pitches are nonetheless acoustically louder by virtue of tonal accentuation, and
thus they will not be undermined by the reversed dynamic. The word “simile” indicates a
continued application to the subsequent arpeggios, all influenced by the overall increase in
dynamic level (p cresc.).
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Example 4.14. Parenthetical hairpin dynamics, measure 34.

Applied Clarinet Techniques
A discussion of useful clarinet attributes in the performance of the Chromatic Fantasy
was presented in chapter one. Some of these attributes are employed as well in overcoming some
of its disadvantages, principally with regard to harmony and polyphony, which can be effectively
simulated on the clarinet using fine breath control, a diversity of articulation styles, the
elongation of important pitches, and application of rubato. Chords are most effectively managed
by arpeggiation and, in most cases where important pitches are present, their elongation within
the arpeggiated harmony. Each of these ideas is discussed in greater detail below.

Articulation:
Articulation markings are an essential means of revealing important events within
phrases. They are performed by integrating two techniques in a variety of combinations to match
the intended character. The initiation (attack) of notes is achieved on the clarinet by the strength
of the tongue on the reed before its release. A strong tongue stroke (accent) will initiate a sharp
attack, whereas light tongue pressure on the reed (i.e., legato tonguing technique) will produce a
softer initiation. A carefully controlled tonguing technique can be paired with different breath
intensities to produce a wide variety of articulations. A legato tonguing paired with a gentle
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breath emphasis can serve to emphasize important pitches in a legato context. At the opposite
extreme, a strong tonguing paired with a large breath emphasis can create a dramatic effect.
Occasionally it is necessary to produce a breath accent without tonguing during slurred
scalar passages as a means of bringing important structural notes into relief without an
interruption of rhythmic continuity. This is illustrated in Example 4.2 above. Measure 23 marks
the low point in the range of this particular passage, where two polyphonic scale melodies need
to be revealed. Placing accents on the pitches at each downbeat helps to expose the ascending
scale, B3 – C-sharp4 – D-sharp4 – E4. At the same time, the upper melodic line is revealed using
tenuto markings (–), indicating a slight lengthening of each of these notes. In the context of this
transcription, the tenuto is used to indicate a temporal lengthening of the affected notes, and in
this passage it is used to highlight the melodic line F-sharp4 – G4 – A4 – G4.36 Combining the two
different articulation techniques in this way can be useful in bringing out polyphonic lines
without sounding affected.
A combination of these techniques can also be useful in communicating the incessantly
increasing tension of the Fantasy. Pairing the accent and tenuto markings adds increased
emphasis at key arrival points by applying a combination of articulated stress with a temporal
lengthening of the pitch. An example of this is shown in Example 4.12.b above, where the notes
leading up to the work’s highest pitch are strongly emphasized to produce a greater sense of
dramatic tension.
Example 4.15 provides another illustration of how this combined articulation helps to
clarify arrival points within important melodic lines. The event at measure 19 is an ascending
flourish directed toward the dominant (concert A5) as it flows into measure 20. The accented

36

All pitches that are referenced in the clarinet part are transposed unless otherwise noted.
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pitches at the beginning of each group of five reveal the rising melodic arpeggio. A combined
tenuto/accent on the A-sharp5 provides an additional emphasis to the augmented second interval,
thereby strengthening its tendency toward B5 in measure 20, which is also marked with
tenuto/accent to emphasize its arrival on the dominant.

Example 4.15. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Measure19-20.

The staccato mark is another means of bringing out important pitches in a phrase. Having
little to do with the beginning of the note, this term relates to the note’s length, indicating a
separation between the affected note and the one that follows it. It is not to be confused with the
staccatissimo, a different marking (represented in this edition by a small triangle) that requires a
very short length to the affected note. The staccato marking simply implies a momentary silence
before initiating the following note, and it can be used to great musical effect in a variety of
situations. Example 4.2 once again serves a good example for the employment of staccato in this
transcription. In measure 23, working in league with the accented notes that follow them, they
create a momentary space of silence before the accented note to increase exposure to the
highlighted melodic line.
Performance of sharply detached staccatissimo ( ' ) is indicated in measures 13 and 15
under the note head to produce an echo effect in conjunction with a sudden drop in dynamic.
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Phrasing and Breath Control:
Mastery of breath control and capacity is essential for a successful performance of this
transcription. The use of dynamic contrast discussed above is an example of the need for precise
control of support. The long-range melodic lines that are indicated by stem direction,
supernumerary rhythms, and articulation require a refined control of support in order to clearly
execute individual passing sixteenth notes at a relatively fast pace.
Lung capacity and strong support of air pressure are crucial, especially in the Toccata and
Arpeggio sections, which are the most taxing regarding breath length. After the introductory two
measures, a large capacity breath is needed to manage the next eight measures. With each
successive breath, the body becomes more deprived of oxygen, necessitating a fully drawn, deep
breath at every opportunity. Aside from phrase length, extra capacity (i.e., the amount of air
drawn in) improves the ability to control detailed actions such as articulations and paced
dynamic changes. Additionally, achieving a good tone quality makes breath control the most
important technical attribute for a successful performance.
For a keyboardist, breathing is not integrally tied to performance as it is for a clarinetist.
Generally, phrases written for keyboard, especially by Bach, tend to cover a large span of time
before a break, often with relatively fast, motoric rhythm. For the clarinetist, this makes for
limited breathing opportunities, requiring the performer to develop a plan in order to
accommodate adequate physiological oxygen replenishment without interfering with musical
continuity. Locations for breath marks ( ’ ) added to this transcription are determined with
musical phrases in mind. Breaths of necessity are placed in parentheses indicating a less ideal
location. A tempo relief in the form of ritardando and slight acceleration around the breath
mitigates the abruptness that would occur in simply snatching a quick breath without altering the
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tempo. This is indicated by “rit.” placed before the breath mark followed by an arrow denoting
an acceleration back to the preceding tempo (→ a tempo).
Developing the technique of circular breathing (the ability to inhale while playing) is
especially useful for avoiding breaths in less desirable locations. This is an advanced technique
that allows the performer to momentarily use a reserved pocket of air from the cheeks by closing
off the throat, while taking in a breath through the nose. Tutorials for learning this technique are
readily available over the Internet and, with persistent practice, can be learned by any wind
instrumentalist.

Special Considerations
Certain moments in the transcription require a combination of the techniques mentioned
above are necessary for their successful execution. The following sections describe how the
combination of various attributes mentioned above work together to reveal important structures
of the Fantasy.

Introduction, Measures 1-2:
The short introduction in the opening two measures is a masterpiece of compositional
efficiency as it encapsulates in the most succinct manner the character and motives of the entire
Fantasy. Thus establishing an appropriate character in these measures is important. The flow of
the scale patterns foreshadows both surface and deep level structures within the Toccata and
Arpeggio Sections. Hans David’s analysis of these two measures, displayed in Example 3.5 in
the preceding chapter, shows two motives and their interconnectedness. The bottom staff in the
example, represented by down-stems, exposes the half-step relationship that is made prominent
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later on by the “sigh motive” in the Recitative section discussed below. The uppermost notes,
represented by up-stems, create a motive of ascending scale steps that prefigures the design of
the Arpeggio Section, as well as the nested descending scale motion found in the Toccata
Section. Scales that link the two motives additionally reflect the mechanisms used to link parallel
melodic patterns throughout the work.
These motives and their character require careful treatment to establish their significance
in relation to similar materials and events that follow. Example 4.16 illustrates how carefully
considered articulation as marked in the transcription helps to point out the more important notes
revealed in the analysis. Placement of slurs is carefully considered as the first notes of each slur,
requiring a legato tonguing technique, demarcate the important notes of each motive. The lower
motive, revealed in this way over the first two measures, is further brought to light by tenuto
markings.
A tenuto marking on E5 of the first measure places a temporal elongation on the first note
of the ascending stepwise motive, which is further set in relief by re-articulation and its natural
accent as the highest note of the pattern. The second note of this motive, F-sharp5 just before the
fermata, is rearticulated with an additional accent emphasis to foreshadow upcoming dramatic
effects. The last note of this motive (and of the introduction) receives the same treatment.
Dynamic treatment provides further refinement. The fortissimo establishes a firm tonic
and opening motive from the outset. The hairpin diminuendo and crescendo in the first measure
reflect the dynamic treatment to the arpeggios of the Arpeggio section discussed above, and
which are unique to this transcription. Setting the hairpins in this way pronounces the motive in
the lower voice, while the upper voice motive projects by way of articulation markings and tonic
accent.
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Example 4.16. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy, measures 1-2.

Cadence at Measure 70:
More complicated cadences in particular benefit from the combination of articulations
with grace-note arpeggiations, and from creative dynamic placement. The cadence at measure 70
(Example 4.17) is the most complicated to execute and serves as a model for other important
points of structural articulation. Here, the arrival on the dominant harmony at a half cadence
makes this an important moment in the work. This event signals the close of the Recitative
section as it prepares for the final descent to the tonic (concert D minor) at measure 75. The
challenge in transferring this measure to the clarinet transcription lies in expressing five qualities
of the voicing: 1) the stepwise ascending motion in the topmost line toward the resolution, 2) the
stepwise descending motion in the bass toward the dominant root, 3) the supporting inner
harmonies, and 4) the neighboring movement in the tenor voice on beat two.
The highest voice is the easiest to transcribe as it is the most prominent. Assigning the
accompanying bass line downward stemmed grace notes notated as eighths clearly displays its
opposing motion to the resolving A2 on beat 3 of the measure. Additional emphasis is provided
by tenuto articulations, indicating temporal elongation. The clarinet’s characteristic ability to
connect large intervals easily avails an execution of this event with great effectiveness. By
adding the inner voices between the bass and soprano in beats one and three, the harmonies
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supporting the outer melodies can be easily heard and followed throughout. Attention is drawn to
the neighboring motion from beat two with the addition of a hairpin crescendo leading into E2,
which sets up the resolution of the suspended 4th to the 3rd in the inner voice. The parenthetical
crescendo implies a resetting back to forte after the E2 is reached. The E2 is further emphasized
by a non-articulated (breath) accent. This creates the opportunity for the topmost voice to
crescendo into the resolution.
This measure is one of the most challenging events in the entire work and requires
meticulous execution of the notational details. A strong air support system is an absolute
necessity in order to pace the crescendo, add extra emphasis to the clarinet’s E4 after beat three,
and produce the volume necessary to make the resolving arpeggio the loudest part of the entire
gesture. Perceptually, the clarinetist must possess an understanding of voice leading in the same
way a keyboardist would, so that the individual lines can be given as much clarity as possible.
The successful execution of all these events is very difficult and leaves little room for error, but
if done well, it can be extraordinarily effective.
Example 4.17. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Measure 69-70, a) Original notation and b) transcribed notation.
a) Original version.

b) Clarinet transcript.
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Coda:
Special dynamic treatment is given to the Coda starting at measure 75 (see Example 4.3).
The challenge in this section is to reveal three important simultaneous melodies that, along with
their supporting harmony, lead to the concluding cadence in the last measure. Graphically, the
chromatically descending top voice is marked in relief by arrows above the staff. This melodic
line, along with Bach’s written ornamentation, is represented in the transcription with upward
stems. The accompanying polyphony and the harmonies expressed are represented by grace
notes with downward stems. The topmost notes of these grace note groups is separated by a
broken beam and given a longer rhythmic value to indicate a slight temporal elongation,
revealing in performance the descending line of the inner voice. The bass pedal is graphically
revealed in the same way – by broken beams and the relatively longer eighth note values. In
performance, this tonic pedal is projected through temporal elongation and by virtue of its lowest
pitch status. The upper melody requires no special articulation or elongation since it is
highlighted by the continuation of the sigh motive, thriving from its persistence throughout the
Recitative section.
An additional unusual feature of this transcription is the use of poly-dynamics to set the
two descending chromatic melodies apart from each other. Each line is notated to indicate its
individual direction. The higher voice begins forte in measure 75 and gradually tapers to piano
by the third beat of measure 78. Simultaneously, the pedal, harmonies, and inner descending
voice (notated with downward stems) are in opposing dynamics beginning in measure 75 at a
piano and gradually increasing to a forte at their culmination, also at the third beat of measure
78. The two separate dynamics converge at midpoint in the first beat of measure 77, where both
lines are marked at dynamically equivalent levels – the top voice with “mf –” and the bottom
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voice with “mp +” – which are performed with equal air support. Poly-dynamics end after the
event on the third beat of measure 77. From that point, the music is played at a single dynamic
level.

Arpeggio section:
As the analysis in Chapter 3 reveals, the Fantasy increases in compositional complexity
as it becomes increasingly chromatic. Nowhere is this more evident than in the Arpeggio section.
Bach’s incomplete realization of the notated chords starting in measure 27 exacerbates the
challenges of the transcription. In this section, Bach relies on the interpreter to compose out the
half note chords as prescribed by the current style. Consequently, nearly every interpretive
edition and performance given over the nearly three centuries presents a unique version of this
section. Rather than regarding this as a limitation, interpreters throughout the centuries embraced
this open arrangement as an opportunity for creatively addressing certain limitations of the
harpsichord, especially as the piano evolved with new capabilities. In the same way, this
transcription embraces this open arrangement with a creative approach that makes the best use of
the clarinet’s features.
Bach gives his instruction for the realization only at the beginning of the first arpeggio
subsection by composing out the first arpeggio. He indicates a continuation of the pattern by
entering the word “Arpeggio” under the half-value chord on beat three. Bach’s instruction neatly
fits this six-note chord as a sextuplet, thereby keeping the outer-most melodic pitches on the
beats. The addition of an extra chord tone in all the following chords obsolesces this pattern, and
raises two questions: 1) How should the division of the beat be managed as more tones are
introduced into the chords, and 2) how should the passing quarter notes in measures 33, 40, 44,
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and the quarter value chord progression in measures 47-9 be realized. One of Bach’s copyists,
Gebhardt, provides a solution possibly offered by Bach himself. Gebhardt’s realization, shown in
Example 4.18, displays even spacing of chord tones swept over a two beat pattern. Brackets are
incorporated with this example to show the note distribution in each beat group. The brackets
indicate an even distribution of the septuplets starting on beat two, conveying the intent that the
lowest and highest notes coincide with the metric beats. Additionally, even though the
subdivision of seven notes per beat remains the same, the choice of increasing rhythm beams
(from 16th to 32nd notes) suggests that the tempo increases as the excitement of the phrase
mounts.
Another interesting aspect of this example reveals how the parting hand positions, as a
consequence of the widening interval between the outer voices, forces the omission of chord
tones between them. Keyboard fingering patterns for scales and arpeggios are not possible since
the keys of a harpsichord must be left depressed in order for the chords to ring through. Not
having any opportunity for multi-tonal sustain, the clarinet is unencumbered by this situation.
Therefore, these intermediary tones were considered and often utilized for the realization of the
three sections. The significance of this for the transcription is discussed in more detail below.
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Example 4.18. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Gebhardt realization, measures 27-29.

By contrast, Schenker adheres to the subdivision by 16th sextuplets despite the odd
number of notes in the chord shown in example 4.19. By strictly observing the rhythm
allocations as prescribed by Bach, the added chord tones of the second and subsequent chords
displaces the arrival of the top note by one sixteenth, leaving insufficient subdivisions to
complete the downward return to the bass. This does not adhere to Gebhardt’s recommendation,
but it suggests an interesting idea nevertheless. The resulting interval from the last pitch of each
downward stroke serves to draw attention to the bass in the following chord, thereby more
strongly emphasizing the concert D3 pedal (Example 4.20).
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Example 4.19. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy. Schenker realization, measures 27-29.

* = Delayed topmost note.
+ = Wide interval draws attention to pedal D3

The transcription of this excerpt shown in Example 4.20 draws ideas from both of these
examples. Applying the tempo acceleration implied in Gebhardt’s realization, the transcription
provides a metric acceleration using increased note values, but without changing the tempo. The
opening group of six sixteenth notes in measure 27 is immediately followed by a group of seven
sixteenths leading up to the top note as per Gebhardt’s recommendation. As the phrase continues,
the pace gradually increases by way of the eight 32nd note groupings in measure 28 beat 2 and
measure 29 beat 2. Influenced by Schenker’s example, measure 28 shows a late arrival upward to
the top melody note, as a result of the added chord tone. This late arrival is compensated by the
addition of an articulated accent on the leading melodic note. With insufficient subdivisions
remaining to fulfill the entire chord downward, the return ends on the clarinet’s E4, requiring an
octave leap to align the bass note of the next chord (the clarinet’s E3), thus appropriately drawing
attention to the tonic pedal.
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Example 4.20. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy, Arpeggio 1 section, measure 27-29.

A unique unfolding of the second and fourth chords (measure 27 and 28) is taken from a
recording of the Chromatic Fantasy by Glenn Gould.37 Its inclusion here serves to provide a
number of musical and technical advantages. Thematically, the insertion of this gesture
immediately recalls the opening two bars where this motive is first introduced. The momentary
silence musically provides an aural break from the constant stream of notes that leads up to this
point. The silence also increases suspense, providing extra momentum toward the cadence in
measure 30. In addition, the extra silence helps to expose the upper melodic line, which is
punctuated by the sweeping arpeggio. Incorporating the rests serves a practical advantage as
well, by providing an opportunity for the clarinetist to take in a full breath in order to recover
from the long preceding phrase and to prepare for the long upcoming phrase.
The quarter note passing tones in measures 33 serves as an important connection to the
harmonies that follow. This section is creatively made prominent in a manner that best fits the
clarinet’s character. Example 4.21 shows how the pitches of the topmost melodic line in
measure 33 are placed prominently on beats three and four. In the clarinet transcription, the
natural tonic accentuation exposes these passing tones by virtue of their highest pitch status. In
37

Johann Sebastian Bach, Chromatic Fantasia in D Minor, BWV 903, Glenn Gould, piano, Glenn Gould plays
Bach, Sony Classical 886443621411, 2012, compact disc, accessed January 23, 2014. Naxos Music Library.
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addition, articulated tenutos set these notes in further relief from the surrounding arpeggiated
harmonies. A staccato on the anticipation before beat three draws attention to the first note of the
gesture, and the tenutos on beats three and four provide temporal elongations on the passing
notes. A subdivision of the beat in groups of ten (two groups of five 32nd notes) centers the
passing tones on the metric beats.

Example 4.21. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy. Measure 33 comparison.
1) Original version

2) Clarinet transcription

The resolution of the passing tones in the original version (concert B-natural) falls on the
downbeat of measure 34, synchronous with the chord that begins the next arpeggio subsection.
Because the clarinet is not able to perform this resolution simultaneously with the bass, the
transcription shows it as a grace note to the bass note of the arpeggio. This mitigates the resulting
polyphonic interval of the overlapping phrase while grouping the resolution (the clarinet’s Csharp5) with the previous leading passing tones.
The question of how to realize the background chords resurfaces with the onset of the
Arpeggio 2 and Arpeggio 3 passages. Schenker’s method of realizing this area (discussed in
Chapter 2 under the heading “The Arpeggio Section”) avoids the conventional simple breaking
of the chords (one beat upward and one downward), instead imaginatively composing out Bach’s
background harmonic structure. Schenker studied Bach’s compositional technique by
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harmonically reducing technical passages found in his Prelude and Fugue in A minor. Learning
from this deconstruction, he was then able to compose out the remaining two Arpeggio
subsections of the Fantasy using some of the same techniques Bach used. Also, by deferring to
C.P.E. Bach’s description of improvising the Fantasia by interpolating non-harmonic passing
tones described by C.P.E. as “the acciaccatura,” Schenker provides an unusual realization that is
consistent with period performance practice.
The harpsichord’s ability to sustain chord tones results in masking varying beat
subdivisions that result from different numbers of available chord pitches. Because of the
clarinet’s lack of polyphonic pitch sustain, rhythmic subdivision takes on a more significant
consideration. In the Arpeggio 1 passage described above, variable subdivisions resulting from
the variable number of chord pitches are used to advantage in order to advance the phrase
direction toward its point of articulation. The phrases of Arpeggio 2 and Arpeggio 3 passages
require a more consistent rhythmic continuity than Arpeggio 1, because of their extended phrase
length and uncertain harmonic direction. A comparison of several versions confirmed that a
continuous 32nd note subdivision helped to smooth the flow of the harmonic progression
throughout the remaining two subsections.
The realization of these two subsections takes advantage of the unique qualities provided
by the different registers of the clarinet. Its extended low range to concert D3 allows transfer of
the voicing and, for the most part, octave of the keyboard’s left hand. The legato feature of the
middle and upper registers provide the melodic character that is best displayed in stepwise scale
motion. Because of these two contrasting qualities, the realization of the arpeggios is conceived
in two different styles simultaneously: the low range of the first five notes provide the harmonic
background, whereas the upper remaining three notes of the group inspire the use of non79

harmonic acciaccaturae, recommended by C.P.E. Bach, to provide leading anacruses into the
topmost melodic pitches. Each arpeggio knits the two styles together into a single up-and-down
sweep in support of the important outer voices.
Example 4.22.a illustrates the resulting realization of the Arpeggio 2 passage as it appears
in this transcription. Labels were added to this example to indicate interpolated acciaccaturae,
octave displacements, and other chord manipulations. Example 4.22b provides a reproduction of
the original keyboard part for comparison.
Brackets over the first few notes of each arpeggio demarcate the foundational harmonies
of the keyboard’s left hand chord tones. These are included in the final print of the edition to
communicate to the interpreter the importance of their careful execution, and can be used as a
practice guide to isolate the harmonic progression from the melodic upper register.
The pitches marked with a plus (+) sign represent the non-harmonic acciaccaturae,
which were added using C.P.E. Bach’s suggestions. These passing tones provide an extra drive
to the topmost pitch on the second and fourth beats. Also, all the top melody notes are rearticulated to further set them in relief. The acciaccaturae on the downward arpeggio serve to
complete the eight-note subdivisions of the beat to maintain musical flow.
Notes marked with asterisks (*) indicate where the voicing of the keyboard left hand
needed to be altered in the clarinet transcription. In general, the revoicing provides flexibility to
help fill the constant 32nd note subdivision, which is the main feature of this subsection. Of the
17 chords in this section, the six affected by revoicing are in measure 36, beats one and 2,
measure 37, beats one and three, measure 38, beat one, and measure 41, beat three.
In each of the chords in measure 36, the bass pitch (concert C ) required transposition up
by one octave in order to be within the range of the clarinet. Transposing the entire chord would
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place the top-most note out of the octave of the deep level melodic line. Reducing the octave
spread between the outer voices would not allow a large enough interval to include all the chord
tones. The only option in this case is to transpose only the bass note and to shift down to the
correct octave on the second note of the chord. This unfortunate revoicing is somewhat mitigated
by placing a temporal elongation (tenuto articulation) on each of the transposed notes, and also
by using a slightly heavier breath emphasis.
Each of the revoiced chords in measure 37-8 take advantage of an omitted chord tone in
the original voicing. This voice is inserted into the arpeggio as a placeholder to aid the musical
flow of the 32nd note subdivision of the beat. The omitted voice of the original chord in measure
41 is a consequence of spreading hand positions to accommodate the widening outer pitches. The
concert A3 that is out of reach to the keyboardist becomes available to the clarinet clarinetist.
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Example 4.22. Bach, Chromatic Fantasy, Arpeggio 2 subsection transcription, measures 34-42.
a) Clarinet transcription.

+ = Added non-harmonic acciaccaturae.
* = Altered voicing to accommodate limited clarinet range.
† = Expanded arpeggio.
b) Original version.
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The passing tones in measure 40 have a function similar to those of measure 33, but
because this moving line is an inner voice and not part of the main melody, they are treated in a
different way. The transcription projects this passing voice through repetition among the
oscillating broken chord tones around it. The passing notes (concert E-flat4 to D4) are conveyed
by their redundancy; therefore a temporal prolongation of a tenuto marking, reserved for the bass
note, concert G3, is not necessary. Further musical direction is given to this measure using
dynamic inflection. A strong arrival on beat one of measure 40 is followed by a diminuendo,
preparing an opportunity to place a leading crescendo through beats three and four, which directs
the passage forward. This measure is prepared by measure 39 with the same type of rhythmic
pattern and voicing. Here, the outer voices move in contrary motion as they approach the
deceptive resolution in measure 40, calling for contiguous treatment over the two measure
cadential area.
Example 4.23 offers a comparative view between the original keyboard version and the
clarinet transcription of the Arpeggio 3 subsection. Measure 44 introduces this new subsection
with inner voice passing tones, similar to those found in measure 40. This measure, however,
deserves a different treatment, first, for the sake of variety, and second, because the resolving
chord on measure 45 starts a new phrase. In this case the inner voice is nested within the
surrounding arpeggio. The suspension/resolution (concert C4 to B3) gouldmarked by the overextending brackets in Example 4.23 is exposed in the realization by inserting, after each, a large
leap downward to the low concert D-sharp3. This pitch is rearticulated to further isolate the
passing note figure. Additionally, tenuto markings applied to these passing tones provide the
opportunity to highlight them through temporal elongation.
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The Arpeggio 3 subsection continues from measure 45 with increasing energy and
reaches a dynamic conclusion with one of only two perfect authentic cadences in the entire work
(this one in the key of the dominant, A minor, with a Picardy third). Bach dramatically heightens
this moment by providing fully voiced background chords. The octave transposition of the upper
melody generates additional excitement in the clarinet transcription. With this transposition, the
full range of the clarinet, and its ability to execute expansive arpeggios, becomes a prominent
feature, filling out all the chords with the original voicings. The use of acciaccaturae is retired at
this point as the chord voicings provide for the full range of the instrument. Careful application
of dynamics manages the pacing, starting at a comparatively low dynamic level (p) and
increasing in intensity to a full climax at the cadence in measure 49. Articulations on every beat
highlight the course of the outer melodic lines, which are also aided by the application of tenuto
articulations.
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Example 4.23. Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy, measure 44 comparison.
a) Clarinet transcription

b) Original version
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Chapter 5: Performance Considerations
To be prepared physically to perform such an ambitious work as the Chromatic Fantasy,
the clarinetist would benefit greatly from a daily routine of warm ups. Long-tone exercises are
essential in producing a characteristic clarinet tone quality, in addition to developing proper
breath support and lung capacity. Cross-register slurs with minimal body, embouchure and finger
movements can be incorporated into the long-tone studies in order to prepare for the frequent
large leaps found throughout this work. Slow scale and arpeggio practice in all keys limbers the
fingers and provides opportunities for legato technique refinement. In addition, these exercises
encourage a mental visualization of tonality that helps to develop muscle-memory patterns in the
fingers. Practice of fast scale and arpeggio patterns encourages attention to finger relaxation and
introduces many of the awkward combinations inherent in the Fantasy. At the core of a
comprehensive warm up is the use of a metronome to provide a steady, reliable pace for
internalizing metric subdivisions and an even technique.
The analysis presented in Chapter 3 provides a means for understanding the Fantasy’s
long-range musical goals. Considering its structural continuity in this way provides information
needed for devising an imaginative performance. Insights provided through study of the work’s
formal design illustrate the proportions and pacing of each section. In particular, following the
background melodic line provides a sense of continuity that helps create a clear and meaningful
interpretation. Particular attention to this aspect in the Recitative can provide a strong sense of
direction to a section that might otherwise sound stagnant.
Unique to this transcription is the graphic layout of the single staff, providing a synthesis
between standard clarinet notation and the keyboard grand staff. This approach attempts to reveal
the kind of information that a keyboardist would see on a grand staff. Information is represented
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on the single staff using rebeamed note groupings and supernumerary notation in a manner that
does not distract from a successful reading of the work. Seeing the counterpoint revealed by
separate stem directions encourages a polyphonic simulation that allows presentation of the
separate lines through the creative use of dynamics and articulations.

Toccata Section
The unusual graphic layout of this transcription offers practical ideas for performance
preparation that can help to expose the work’s underlying structure. For example, an organized
approach to practicing measure 3 helps to isolate the separate lines represented by the different
stem directions. Performing the down-stemmed eighth notes alone raises awareness of the
ascending scale steps that are the main feature of this and the following measure. The remaining
sixteenth notes would then be treated as an accompaniment to this line and be given a slightly
shrouded dynamic to allow the melody to be heard prominently.
Measure 5 could benefit from a similar approach by isolating three separate components.
Example 5.1 illustrates how this measure can be practiced using each component to mentally
separate the lines into their perceived counterpoint. The first (Example 5.1.a) isolates the upstemmed eighth notes, to reveal the descending line in sixths. Example 5.1.b adds the triplet
sixteenths to the broken sixths. Example 5.1.c isolates the downbeats, and incorporates their
anacruses. Each of these individual components must be heard when they are ultimately
performed conjunctively as shown in Example 5.1.d. Sorting the component gestures of this and
similarly notated measures deepens the understanding of the musical phrase, and aids in the
conveyance of counterpoint.
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Example 5.1. Component practicing of measure 5.
a)

b)

c)

d)

The performer should take special care to observe the applied dynamics and articulations
during this learning stage. The importance of including all the ancillary markings in the
preliminary stages of practice cannot be overstated. They are as much a part of the musical
outcome as the notes and must be learn concurrently. This careful and methodical approach far
surpasses the typical note-to-note practice habits of a monophonic instrument, and provides a
highly gratifying result for the interpreter and listener.

Arpeggio Section
The contrasting character created by the arpeggiated chords in the Arpeggio passages
suggests another practical approach for a successfully realizing their harmonic progressions. To
this end, brackets are placed above the transcribed notes from the keyboard left hand staff
beginning in measure 27. Example 5.2 illustrates an approach similar to a keyboardist practicing
with the left hand alone. Once again, the metronome becomes an essential tool as the bracketed
notes are practiced in isolation. Once learned in this way, the composite must portray the two
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components: the bracketed notes as the supporting harmony, and the remaining notes outlining
the melodic progression of the top-most pitches. This process is equally applicable to the other
two Arpeggio passages.

Example 5.2. Isolation practice example of Arpeggio subsection, measure 27.

Recitative Section
An attempt at interpreting the first twelve measure of the Recitative Section can be
overwhelming without an awareness of the long-range melodic lines of the melody and bass.
Projecting these underlying melodies in performance is essential in revealing this section’s
continuity. Because the melodic inferences persist through different musical characters
encompassing the entire second half of the work, no single expressive technique can present
them effectively. Because they are hidden within the complex texture, they must be brought out
in subtle ways by means of articulation, dynamics and phrasing. Many of the expressive
indications in the transcription are influenced by these underlying melodies.
For a contiguous reading of this section, the reader is directed to the full version of the
transcription provided in the Appendix of this study. The arrows placed over the staff indicate
the notes that make up each downward step. The broken horizontal lines that connect them show
their relationship to each other as they step downward.
To achieve a better understanding of the continuity of this section, the interpreter first
reads only the notes indicated by the arrows. A second reading would include the phrases leading
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up to the marked notes to achieve an increasing sense of the melodic and harmonic structures
surrounding them. A third reading links these points in order to promote a deeper understanding
of the entire section.
Another suggestion for practice involves the interpretation of the falling dyad identified
above in Chapter 3 as the “sigh motive” and described in Chapter 4 under the “Dynamics”
subheading. Identifying and isolating these gestures as prescribed by Quantz reveals yet another
layer of musical progression that serves to create unity across the entire section.

Acoustical Setting
Despite the many attributes of the clarinet that facilitate a successful representation of the
Chromatic Fantasy, the greatest challenge remains the instrument’s inability to sustain
simultaneous pitches. This is particularly noticeable during the few contrapuntal passages and in
the chords of the Recitative section. An appropriate acoustical setting can serve to mitigate this
limitation. A medium-sized performance space such as a recital hall or church with full sound
spectrum reverberant qualities, but at the same time not too live, is an ideal setting for the
successful performance of this work.

Summary
Transcriptions of Baroque music provide a valuable pedagogical benefit to the student
clarinetist, as well as the opportunity for professional performers to present themselves as
soloists. In such works, the application of a variety of articulation styles, breath support and
capacity is expanded beyond the norm of standard clarinetistry. The study of keyboard
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transcriptions also forces the clarinetist to visualize music with the same manner and depth that a
keyboardist would apply, surpassing the more mundane note-to-note focus of most single-line
parts. In addition, transcriptions of Baroque music offer a deeper historical experience for the
clarinetist whose earliest significant repertoire dates from the early classical period.
In particular, the study of Bach’s music encourages the application of analytical
techniques that best reveal the important underlying structure of the work. It also promotes an
understanding of Baroque performance practice, especially in this case as it applies to keyboard
technique, but also in relation to the performance practice of wind instruments from an era when
the clarinet was little more than a curiosity.
It would be impossible to present a truly authentic performance of this work on any
modern instrument, including the piano. Nevertheless, it remains the responsibility of the
performer to interpret Bach’s music with as much fidelity to period performance as is practical.
To that end, it is instructive for the interpreter to gather as much information on the subject as
possible. Many of the sources cited to in this study can be useful in transcribing other works
from the period.
The steps taken in this study in transcribing the Chromatic Fantasy can be applied to the
transcription any other work for clarinet. A good first step would involve choosing a work that
best aligns with the clarinet’s strengths. These include range, long phrasing (especially for a
musician with circular breathing ability), smooth legato technique, the ability to perform fast
scales and arpeggios, large intervals, and a variety of articulation styles. It is also desirable to
find a work that takes advantage of the different registers, including the low mellow tones to D3,
and the voice-like legato of the middle and upper registers.
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Appendix: Bach-Labadorf, Chromatic Fantasy
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